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Datum der Disputation:Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit wurden Photonen und π0-Mesonen in Gold-Gold-Kernkollisionen bei
einer Schwerpunktenergie von
√
sNN = 62 GeV mit dem STAR-Experiment am RHIC
gemessen.
Kapitel 1 gibt dabei eine Einleitung in die Theorie der starken Wechselwirkung, in das
Verst¨ andnis von relativistischen Schwerionenkollisionen und von den dabei erzeugten
Photonen: Im Standardmodell der Teilchenphysik wirkt die starke Wechselwirkung zwi-
schen den elementaren Bauteilen der Kernmaterie, den Quarks. Die Feldquanten der
Wechselwirkung heißen Gluonen. Die Quantenfeldtheorie, die diese Wechselwirkung be-
schreibt, ist die Quantenchromodynamik (QCD). Im Gegensatz zur Quantenelektrody-
namik gibt es in der QCD drei Farbladungen statt einer einzigen elektrischen. Außerdem
tragen die Wechselwirkungsteilchen Ladung und wechselwirken daher auch miteinander.
Die St¨ arke der Kopplung variiert stark mit der Distanz und dem Impuls¨ ubertrag. Bei
kleinen Distanzen und großen Impuls¨ ubertr¨ agen ist die Kopplung schwach und die Wech-
selwirkung kann st¨ orungstheoretisch berechnet werden. In diesem Fall spricht man auch
vom asymptotic freedom. Bei großen Distanzen und kleinen Impuls¨ ubertr¨ agen ist die
Kopplung stark. Da die Kraft zwischen stark wechselwirkenden Teilchen bei einer Ver-
gr¨ oßerung der Entfernung konstant ist, steigt die Energie immer weiter and und es ist
unm¨ oglich, ein Quark oder Gluon im Vakuum zu isolieren. Sie sind daher in farbneutrale
Zust¨ ande, Hadronen, eingeschlossen (conﬁnement).
Die starke Kopplung bei großen Distanzen und kleinen Impuls¨ ubertr¨ agen hat zur Folge,
dass stark wechselwirkende Systeme nur unter sehr eingeschr¨ ankten Bedingungen berech-
net werden k¨ onnen. Berechnungen mit der Gittereichtheorie deuten in einem System bei
hohen Temperaturen und kleinen Baryonenzahldichten auf einen Phasen¨ ubergang von
hadronischer Materie zu einem System hin, in dem Quarks und Gluonen in gr¨ oßeren
Volumina als denen von Hadronen frei beweglich sind. Der Einschluss in Hadronen ist
in einem solchen Quark-Gluon-Plasma (QGP) aufgehoben.
Im Labor ist stark wechselwirkende Materie nur in Form von Kernmaterie verf¨ ugbar. Bei
Schwerionenkollisionen werden Kerne mit hohen Energieen aufeinandergeschossen. Weil
dabei die Kernmaterie stark komprimiert und erhitzt wird, werden Schwerionenkollisio-
nen genutzt, um stark wechselwirkende Materie unter diesen extremen Bedingungen zu
studieren. Weil sie nur ein begrenztes Volumen haben und aufgrund des hohen Druckes
explosionsartig expandieren, ist die erzeugte Materie nur sehr kurzlebig. Daher ist eine
ganze Reihe von Observablen notwendig um die gesamte Entwicklung des Systems zu
studieren und Schl¨ usse dahingehend zu ziehen, ob tats¨ achlich ein QGP erzeugt wurde
oder aber auch nicht.
Eine dieser Observablen sind die Spektren von Photonen. Im Gegensatz zu den meis-
ten erzeugten Teilchen in einer Schwerionenkollision sind sie nicht stark wechselwirkend
und durchdringen die erzeugte Materie mit einer sehr kleinen Wechselwirkungswahr-
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der Kollision liefern und nicht nur ¨ uber den Endzustand, in dem alle Teilchen vom
System entkoppelt sind. Theoretische Modellrechnungen sagen voraus, dass sowohl in
hadronischer Materie als auch in einem QGP ein Spektrum von thermischen Photonen
emittiert wird, das auf die Temperatur des Systems schließen l¨ asst.
Die Schwierigkeit der Analyse besteht darin, dass es bei Schwerionenkollisionen neben
der thermischen Produktion noch eine Reihe anderer Mechanismen gibt, die Photonen
produzieren. So k¨ onnen im fr¨ uhen Stadium der Kollision Quarks und Gluonen mit hohen
Impuls¨ ubertr¨ agen streuen und dabei sehr hochenergetische, harte, Photonen von mehre-
ren GeV erzeugen. Auch die erzeugten harten Quarks mit hohen Impulsen k¨ onnen beim
Durchqueren des erzeugten Mediums streuen und dabei Photonen erzeugen. Theoreti-
sche Modellrechnungen sagen voraus, dass die Photonenproduktion aus harten Streu-
prozessen bei RHIC-Energien und Transversalimpulsen ¨ uber 3 GeV/c die thermische
Produktion ¨ ubersteigt. Diese Photonen nennt man, ebenso wie die thermischen, direkte
Photonen, da sie innerhalb des Mediums erzeugt werden.
Der gr¨ oßte Teil der Photonen unter der Schwelle von 3 GeV/c entstammt aber dem
elektromagnetischen Zerfall von Hadronen im Endzustand der Schwerionenkollision. Den
gr¨ oßten Anteil hat dabei das π0-, gefolgt vom η-Meson. Aufgrund ihrer kurzen Lebens-
dauer zerfallen diese Mesonen in unmittelbarer N¨ ahe des Interaktionspunktes. Daher ist
es mit STAR nicht m¨ oglich, direkt zu messen, ob ein Photon von einem dieser Zerf¨ alle
stammt. Der Beitrag zum Photonenspektrum l¨ asst sich theoretisch einfach bestimmen,
wenn die Spektren dieser Mutterteilchen bekannt sind und dann die daraus resultieren-
den Photonenspektren berechnet. Die experimentelle Schwierigkeit besteht dabei darin,
dass die Messung auf wenige Prozent genau sein muss, da die Zerfallsphotonen im rele-
vanten Bereich etwa 90% aller erzeugten Photonen ausmachen.
Das STAR-Experiment stellt verschiedene Detektoren zur Verf¨ ugung, um Photonen und
π0-Mesonen zu messen. Die prim¨ aren Detektoren daf¨ ur sind die elektromagnetischen
Kalorimeter. Die in dieser Arbeit beschriebene Analyse nutzt aber die Spurendriftkam-
mer (TPC). Da Photonen nicht elektrisch geladen sind und die Driftkammer nur f¨ ur
geladene Teilchen empﬁndlich ist, wird eine vorherige Konversion des Photons in ein
Elektron-Positron-Paar notwendig. Dies passiert innerhalb des elektromagnetischen Fel-
des der Atomkerne oder der H¨ ullenelektronen des Detektormaterials im experimentellen
Aufbau von STAR. Die resultierenden Elektron- und Positronspuren werden in der Spu-
rendriftkammer gemessen.
Kapitel 2 gibt eine ¨ Ubersicht ¨ uber den RHIC Beschleunigerkomplex und die Experi-
mente. Der gr¨ oßte Teil des Kapitels besch¨ aftigt sich mit dem Aufbau von STAR. Da
f¨ ur diese Analyse die Driftkammer genutzt wird, um Konversionselektronen zu messen,
wird bei der Beschreibung des experimentellen Aufbaus von STAR besonders auf das
Detektormaterial zwischen dem Strahlrohr und der TPC eingegangen.
4Kapitel 3 erkl¨ art, wie Photonen und π0-Mesonen f¨ ur diese Arbeit gemessen wurden:
Aus allen gemessenen Spuren werden Elektron- und Positronkandidaten anhand des ge-
messenen speziﬁschen Energieverlustes ausgew¨ ahlt. Da die Spuren ihren Ursprung am
Ort der Konversion haben und im Allgemeinen nicht zum Hauptvertex der Interaktion
zur¨ ucklaufen, werden Paare von Spuren ausgew¨ ahlt, die einen gemeinsamen Vertex ha-
ben, der nicht mit dem Hauptvertex ¨ ubereinstimmt. Weil ein Photon keine Ruhemasse
hat, wird bei der Selektion gefordert, dass der ¨ Oﬀnungswinkel der beiden Spuren und
die invariante Masse des Paares klein ist. Da direkte Photonen aus dem Hauptvertex
komment und auch Zerfallsphoton wegen der begrenzten Detektorauﬂ¨ osung von dort
zu kommen scheinen, ist das n¨ achste Auswahlkriterium, dass der Impulsvektor des re-
konstruierten Photonkandidaten vom Konversionsvertex zum Hauptvertex zur¨ uckzeigen
muss.
Die rohen Spektren von π0-Mesonen wurden gemessen, indem f¨ ur Paare von gemessenen
Photonen in einem Ereignis die invariante Masse berechnet wird. Deren Verteilung hat
ein lokales Maximum bei der Masse des π0-Mesons. Da der kombinatorische Untergrund
gr¨ oßer ist als das Signal, wird die Zahl der Mesonen bestimmt, indem der Verlauf des
Spektrums im Bereich des Maximum mit einer Gaußfunktion plus einem Polynom f¨ ur
den Untergrund angen¨ ahert wird. Alternativ wird das Signal nicht mit einer Gaußfunk-
tion, sondern mit einer Verteilung, deren Form mit Monte-Carlo-Simulationsmethode
ermittelt wurde, angen¨ ahert. Bei einer dritten Methode werden der kombinatorische
Untergrund abgezogen und die verbleibenden Eintr¨ age im Signal gez¨ ahlt. Die verschie-
denen Methoden weisen im Mittel Unterschiede von bis zu 10% auf. Dies ist ein Beitrag
zum systematischen Fehler der π0-Spektren.
In Kapitel 4 wird erkl¨ art, wie die Eﬃzienz der Photonen- und π0-Messung bestimmt
und wie die Spektren f¨ ur diese Eﬃzienz korrigiert werden. Ersteres geshieht mit Hilfe ei-
ner Monte-Carlo-Methode. Dazu werden π0-Mesonen mit ihren Zerf¨ allen und Photonen
simuliert. Als Ursprungsort dieser Teilchen wurde der Hauptvertex einer echen Schwe-
rionenkollision genommen. Die Trajektorie der Photonen durch das Experiment wurde
berechnet und Konversionen l¨ angs der Trajektorie in dem Detektormaterial simuliert.
Danach werden die Trajektorien der erzeugten Elektronen und Positronen berechnet.
Im zweiten Schritt werden das von den Elektronen und Positronen in der Driftkammer
ionisierte Gas, die Drift der Ladungen und das auf den Ausleseﬂ¨ achen erzeugte Signal
simuliert. Realistische Umfeldbedingungen f¨ ur die Rekonstruktion dieser Elektronen-
Positronen-Paare werden geschaﬀen, indem die so erzeugten Detektorsignale in die auf-
gezeichneten Signale von wirklichen Stoßereignissen eingebettet werden. Die so mit si-
mulierten Konversionen angereicherten Ereignisse werden nun rekonstruiert. Dabei wird
festgestellt, welche Monte-Carlo-Spuren zu welchen rekonstruierten Spuren geh¨ oren. Am
Ende wird untersucht, ob die beiden rekonstruierten Spuren, die zu den simulierten
Spuren geh¨ oren, einen Photonkandidaten erzeugen, der alle Auswahlkriterien erf¨ ullt.
Mit dieser ganzen Monte-Carlo-Prozedur werden die Konversionswahrscheinlichkeit und
die Rekonstruktionseﬃzienz f¨ ur Photonen und π0-Mesonen bestimmt. Das Produkt der
beiden ist die Nachweiswahrscheinlichkeit der in Kapitel 3 beschriebenen Methode zur
5Messung von Photonen oder π0-Mesonen.
Der gr¨ oßte Unsicherheitsfaktor dieser Prozedur ist die Beschreibung der Detektorgeo-
metrie, die zur Bestimmung der Konversionswahrscheinlichkeit in den einzelnen von
den Photonen durchquerten Detektorbereichen benutzt werden. Dabei ist besonders
die Beschreibung des Silicon Vertex Trackers (SVT) und des Silicon Strip Detectors
(SSD), den Detektoren zwischen dem Strahlrohr und der TPC, wichtig, da ein großer
Teil der Konvsersionen in diesen beiden Detektoren statt ﬁndet und beide eine kompli-
zierte Struktur besitzen und daher die Genauigkeit ihrer Beschreibung fraglich ist. Da
diese Beschreibung f¨ ur das Gas in der Driftkammer wegen der einfachen Geometrie am
verl¨ asslichsten ist, wurden die Konversionen in diesem Volumen zur Normierung der An-
zahl der Konversionen in den anderen Detektorvolumina genutzt. Diese Methode zeigte,
dass in dem SVT und dem SSD etwa ein Drittel des Materials in der Geometriebeschrei-
bung fehlt. Die Berechnung der Eﬃzienz wurde dann dementsprechend f¨ ur Konversionen
in den Volumen dieser Detektoren korrigiert. Die Unsicherheit dieser Korrektur wurde
untersucht, indem die Zahl der Konversionen nach der Korrektur und Normalisierung im
TPC-Gas f¨ ur verschiedener Phasenraumbereiche und Kollisionszentralit¨ aten verglichen
wurde. Daraus wurde ein systematischer Fehler der Photonenspektren von 10% und der
π0-Spektren von 20% bestimmt.
Die weiteren Unsicherheiten in der Methode zur Eﬃzienzbestimmung wurden untersucht
durch Variation der verschiedenen Auswahlkriterien. F¨ ur jede Variation wurde eine Ana-
lyse der echten Daten durchgef¨ uhrt und die entsprechenden Eﬃzienzen aus den simu-
lierten Daten bestimmt. Die Verh¨ altnisse der Transversalimpulsspektren unter 4 GeV/c
mit variierten zu den mit normalen Selektionskriterien wurden gemittelt. Die dadurch
bestimmten systematischen Fehler belaufen sich auf 5% f¨ ur die Photonenspektren und
10% f¨ ur die π0-Spektren.
In Kapitel 5 werden die eigentlichen Resultate der Analyse vorgestellt. Der Datensatz,
auf dem die Analyse basiert, besteht aus Gold-Gold-Kollisionen bei einer Schwerpunkts-
energie von
√
sNN = 62 GeV. Die Selektionskriterien der einzelnen Ereignisse bei der
Datennahme und der Analyse werden erkl¨ art. Der Datensatz wird in vier verschiedene
Zentralit¨ aten eingeteilt. Das erste Resultat sind die Transversalimpuls- und Rapidit¨ ats-
spektren von inklusiven Photonen f¨ ur alle vier Zentralit¨ aten sowie den gesamten Daten-
satz. Von π0-Mesonen werden Transversalimpulsspektren f¨ ur die vier Zentralit¨ aten und
den gesamten Datensatz gezeigt. Die Resultate f¨ ur π0-Mesonen werden mit Resultaten
der PHENIX Kollaboration bei der gleichen Energie verglichen und stimmen innerhalb
der systematischen Fehler mit diesen ¨ uberein. Ein zweiter Vergleich ﬁndet mit STAR Re-
sultaten auf Basis der gleichen Methode, die in dieser Arbeit erkl¨ art wird, aber bei einer
Kollisionsenergie von
√
sNN = 130 GeV statt. Dieser Vergleich zeigt, dass die Spektren
wie erwartet bei der h¨ oheren Energie h¨ arter sind. Weiterhin werden die π0-Spektren
aus dieser Arbeit mit den von STAR im gleichen Datensatz mit der TPC und dem
Flugzeitdetektor (ToF) gemessenen Mittel der π+-π−-Spektren verglichen. Dieser Ver-
gleich der Transversalimpulsspektren zeigt keine Abweichungen, die gr¨ oßer sind als die
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um durch eine Simulation die Spektren der Zerfallsphotonen zu bestimmen und die
Zentralit¨ atsabh¨ angigkeit dieser Photonenspektren mit derjenigen der gemessenen Pho-
tonenspektren zu vergleichen. Dazu wurden die Verh¨ altnisse der Spektren in zentralen
mit denjenigen in peripheren Kollisionen verglichen, was den Vorteil hat, dass sich durch
die Verh¨ altnisse die meisten systematischen Fehler neutralisieren. Der Vergleich zeigt,
dass die Zentralit¨ atsabh¨ angigkeit der gemessenen Photonenspektren mit derjenigen der
simulierten bis 4 GeV/c Transversalimpuls gut ¨ ubereinstimmt.
Um die Spektren der direkten Photonen zu erhalten, m¨ ussen von den Spektren der inklu-
siven Photonen die Spektren der Zerfallsphotonen abgezogen werden. Letztere m¨ ussen
berechnet werden. Die naheliegendste Methode w¨ are in diesem Fall, dazu die in die-
ser Arbeit gemessenen π0-Spektren heranzuziehen. Deren statistische Fehler sind sehr
viel gr¨ oßer als die der π+-π−-Spektren, deren mittel mit den π0-Spektren ¨ aquivalent ist.
Aufgrund der kleineren statistischen Fehler erlauben sie sehr viel kleinere Unsicherhei-
ten einer Ann¨ aherung durch eine Funktion. F¨ ur die zweite wichtige Quelle von Zerfalls-
photonen, die η-Mesonen, wurde eine mt-skalierte Version der π+-π−-Spektren genutzt.
Die aus diesen π+-π−- und η-Spektren resultierenden Photonen wurden simuliert. Das
Verh¨ altnis der inklusiven Photonenspektren zu den so ermittelten Zerfallsphotonenspek-
tren liegt im Bereich von 1 bis 3 GeV/c Transversalimpuls bei 1.1 bis 1.2. Da dieser Wert
unter Ber¨ ucksichtigung aller systematischen Fehler der Photonen- und π+-π−-Spektren
konsistent mit 1 ist, ist eine Bestimmung des Anteils direkter Photonen nicht m¨ oglich.
In Kapitel 6 wird neben der Zusammenfassung der Ergebnisse diskutiert, was f¨ ur die
Messung direkter Photonen mit STAR im Bereich von 1 bis 3 GeV/c Transversalimpuls
notwendig ist. Der gr¨ oßte einzelne Unsicherheitsfaktor bei dieser Analyse ist die Unsi-
cherheit in der Geometriebeschreibung der Detektoren zwischen dem Strahlrohr und der
Driftkammer. Ein weiterer Unsicherheitsfaktor sind die großen statistischen Fehler der
π0-Spektren.
Eine M¨ oglichkeit fr eine zuk¨ unftige Datennahmeperiode besteht darin, zum experimen-
tellen Aufbau von STAR einen speziellen Photonenkonverter hinzuzuf¨ ugen. Ein solcher
Konverter w¨ urde das Problem mit der Geometriebeschreibung l¨ osen, wenn er aus einem
massiven St¨ uck schweren Metalls gefertigt w¨ are, da eine solche Geometrie sehr einfach zu
beschreiben ist. Wenn ein solcher Konverter eine Strahlungsl¨ ange von 10% h¨ atte, w¨ urde
er eine ¨ ahnliche Zahl von Konversionen erzeugen wie der SVT und SSD zusammen.
Platziert nahe am inneren Feldk¨ aﬁg der TPC w¨ urde sich die Akzeptanz zu niedrigeren
Transversalimpulsen erstrecken als f¨ ur Konversionen in den beiden Detektoren. Auch ein
dickerer Konverter w¨ are m¨ oglich, w¨ urde aber wohl einen exklusiven Zeitraum zur Daten-
nahme f¨ ur Konvserionsphotonen ben¨ otigen, da die Vielfachstreuung von allen Teilchen
in einem solchen Konverter f¨ ur andere Analysen sehr st¨ orend w¨ are.
Den zentrale Punkt dieser Dissertation bildet neben der Messung von Photonen- und
π0-Spektren in Gold-Gold-Kollisionen bei einer Energie von
√
sNN = 62 GeV insbe-
7sondere die detaillierte Analyse der systematischen Fehler dieser Messungen und deren
Auswirkungen auf eine m¨ ogliche Messung von direkten Photonen in der Zukunft.
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101 Introduction
111.1 The strong interaction
Hadrons are all measured particles, which are subject to the strong interaction. In
the standard model of particle physics hadrons consist of strongly interacting quarks.
The theory describing the strong interaction is Quantum Chromo Dynamics or QCD, a
non-abelian gauge theory. The Lagrangian density of QCD is
L =
nf X
i=1
¯ ψiγµ(i∂
µ − gA
µ
a
λa
2
)ψi −
nf X
i=1
mi ¯ ψiψi −
1
4
X
a
F
µν
a Fa,µν (1.1)
Aa are the gluon and ψi the quark ﬁelds, λa the Gell-Mann-Matrices and F µν
a = ∂µAν
a −
∂νAµ
a +igfabcA
µ
bAν
c the gluon ﬁeld strength tensor. QCD is often compared to Quantum
Electro Dynamics, QED, which is the theory describing the electro-magnetic interaction.
Compared to QED the QCD Lagrangian is diﬀerent by having the Gell-Mann-Matrices
(λa) and the third term in the gluon ﬁeld strength tensor (igfabcA
µ
bAν
c). This corresponds
to self-interacting ﬁeld quanta with SU(3) as the underlying symmetry, which is much
more complex than U(1) in QED. In QED electrically charged particles interact with
each other by exchanging electro-magnetic ﬁeld quanta called photons. In contrast in
QCD there is not just one charge but three color charges. Each color has two states
analogous to the positive and negative electric charges. They are commonly referred to as
color and anti-color. Quarks carry one of the three colors, while anti-quarks carry one of
the anti-colors. The ﬁeld quanta exchanged between colored particles are gluons, which
in contrast to the photons also carry color themselves and therefore are self-interacting.
Their color states are non-neutral mixtures of colors and anti-colors.
The strength of the coupling in QCD varies strongly with the distance between the
colored objects or with the magnitude of the momentum transfer. For small distances
and large momentum transfers, the coupling is weak, which corresponds to a property
referred to as asymptotic freedom. Due to this weak coupling it is possible to calculate
interactions with a large momentum transfer perturbatively. At large distances and small
momentum transfers, the coupling is strong. Because the force between colored objects
stays constant when increasing the distance, an inﬁnite amount of energy would be
necessary to separate two colored objects, which are in a color-neutral state. Therefore
all colored objects are conﬁned into color-neutral states. This property is commonly
called conﬁnement.
In the strong coupling regime all higher order processes involving more than one gluon
contribute with the same magnitude as the single gluon exchange. Therefore it is impos-
sible to calculate perturbatively interactions in the strong coupling regime. One solution
to this calculational diﬃculty is the lattice gauge theory, which uses a discrete space-time
lattice. However on the lattice the calculations are limited to systems in thermodynamic
equilibrium and with baryon densities much lower than in nuclear matter.
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Figure 1.1: In QCD calculations on the lattice a phase transition is observed. The two
diﬀerent curves are for 2 and 3 light quark ﬂavors, while the stars are an
estimate for realistic quark masses [KLP+]. They show the energy density
(ǫ) divided by temperature (T) to the 4th power versus the temperature.
ǫSB/T 4 is the Stephan-Boltzmann-Limit for an ideal gas.
For such systems in equilibrium the relation of the energy density to the temperature has
been calculated on the lattice. As shown in ﬁgure 1.1 it exhibits a phase transition from
a hadronic gas to a phase, where the conﬁnement of quarks and gluons into hadrons is
broken. In this quark-gluon-plasma (QGP) quarks and gluons are the relevant degrees
of freedom. The phase transition is expected to be at a temperature of about 170MeV
and at an energy density on the order of 1GeV/fm
3.
A schematic phase diagram of strongly interacting matter is shown in ﬁgure 1.2: It
shows the relation of the temperature to the baryo-chemical potential  B of a system.
Normal nuclear matter sits at  B = 1 and at low temperature. For high temperatures
or baryon number densities much higher a phase transition from hadronic matter to a
quark-gluon-plasma is expected [CP75]. This phase transition has been studied for low
 B using lattice gauge theory and was found to be a rapid cross over up to a critical point,
where it changes to a ﬁrst order phase transition [FK02]. For low temperatures and very
high baryon densities more exotic phases like color superconductors are predicted to
exist [ARW98].
In the early universe a few tens of microseconds after the Big Bang, the universe was
expanding and cooling down rapidly. At that time the energy density was still much
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Figure 1.2: Schematic phase diagram of QCD [FM04].
higher than 1GeV/fm3 and thus the predominant form of matter could not have been
hadronic but rather a quark-gluon-plasma. The trajectory the matter in the universe
was going through at that stage is indicated by the arrow in the top left corner of the
phase diagram. Nowadays a quark-gluon-plasma might still be found at the core of
compact astronomic objects like neutron stars, where the baryon density is very high
and the temperature very low. This is indicated in the lower right corner of the phase
diagram.
The circles in the diagram labeled RHIC, SPS and AGS are three examples for freeze
out points, which were derived from measurements in heavy ion collisions. They are
discussed in more detail in the next section.
The theoretical treatment with lattice gauge theory is so far only possible in the high
temperature region and reaching up in baryon density to the region, where the critical
point is expected to sit, which marks the transition from a cross over to a ﬁrst order
phase transition.
141.2 Heavy Ion Collisions
In the laboratory strongly interacting matter is available in the form of atomic nuclei.
These consist of protons and neutrons, which are baryons. Baryons are hadrons that are
composed of three strongly interacting quarks. To increase the energy in such nuclear
matter, two nuclei can be accelerated and collided. To create a quark-gluon-plasma
quarks and gluons have to be deconﬁned from the volume of a single hadron. Therefore
the only way to access strongly interacting matter at the volumes and energy densities
necessary to create a quark-gluon-plasma in the laboratory is by colliding heavy ions at
very high energy. However, even if high energy density matter is produced in heavy ion
collisions, the produced system is of ﬁnite size, lives very shortly and expands rapidly.
Figure 1.3: Schematic display of a heavy ion collision at ultra-relativistic energies. Shown
are the diﬀerent stages of the approaching nucleii, the interpenetration and
creation of new matter, the expansion of a quark-gluon-plasma and the ex-
pansion of hadronic matter.
The evolution of heavy ion collisions at ultra-relativistic energies is illustrated in ﬁgures
1.3 and 1.4: In the initial state particles from the two nuclei have very high relative
longitudinal momenta along the beam direction. By subsequent collisions with particles
from the other nucleus the longitudinal momenta are partially or completely converted
into transverse momenta and production of new particles. These are produced mostly
with low center of mass momenta in the area, where both nuclei interacted. Particles in
this densely populated interaction zone subsequently experience enough interactions to
reach thermal and chemical equilibrium. It is then justiﬁed to describe the system with
thermodynamic parameters, which deﬁne the coordinates of the created matter in the
QCD phase diagram.
Depending on the collision energy the system may equilibrate into a hadronic matter or
a quark-gluon-plasma. In both cases the very high energy density in the interaction zone
and the low energy density in the vacuum surrounding it result in a rapid expansion of the
system. During the expansion the system will cool down and cross various transitions:
If a quark-gluon-plasma was formed, the ﬁrst transition will be to hadronic matter,
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Figure 1.4: Evolution of a heavy ion collision traversing phases and phase transitions in
space-time are shown [Sat03]. The system starts in a not equilbrated state,
transitions into a quark-gluon-plasma and later into hadronic matter until it
ends up as a ﬁnal state of free hadrons.
where the partons are conﬁned into hadrons. The hadronic matter keeps expanding and
cooling and eventually all inelastic interactions will stop. This is called the chemical
freeze out, because the particle species are no longer changed by collisions but only by
decays. Finally all elastic interactions stop, and the momentum distributions of the
particles are ﬁxed. This is commonly referred to as the thermal or kinetic freeze out.
1.2.1 Experimental parameters
In heavy ion collisions there are basically two parameters which can be varied: The
collision energy and the system size.
The use of heavy nuclei is necessary to produce strongly interacting matter at a high
energy density over a volume, which is large enough to possibly produce a quark-gluon-
plasma.
To study the evolution of the observables with the system size from a proton-proton-
collision without a QGP to a heavy ion collision possibly with a QGP, lighter ions like
carbon, silicon and copper can be collided. As an alternative the centrality of heavy
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Figure 1.5: In ﬁgure a) two nuclei are shown and the trajectories of their centers are
indicated by the dashed arrows. The distance between these two trajectories
is the impact parameter b. In ﬁgures b), c) and d) the view is along the
momentum vectors. Figures b) and c) illustrate conﬁgurations with diﬀerent
impact parameters corresponding to diﬀerent centralities.
ion collisions can be varied as shown in ﬁgure 1.5. In subﬁgure a) two nuclei and the
trajectories of their centers are shown before the collision. The impact parameter b is
deﬁned as the distance between these two trajectories. In the subﬁgures b), c) and d) the
view is along the trajectories. Subﬁgure b) with a small impact parameter corresponds
to a central and subﬁgure c) with the large impact parameter to a peripheral collision.
The dark colored central region indicates the matter which takes part in the collision
and corresponds to the volume of the created matter. The light colored regions at the
side are the nucleons which do not directly take part in the interaction and are therefore
called spectators.
To examine, whether observables are modiﬁed by the medium created, asymmetric col-
lisions such as deuteron-gold or proton-lead have been used. In these system there is a
heavy nucleus in the initial state, but no large volume of strongly interacting matter is
produced.
As a second parameter the collision energy can be varied, which aﬀects the energy density
in the created system. It is important to study the evolution of experimental observables
over a wide range of energies to identify, what changes point to a phase transition and
which ones do not.
1.2.2 Heavy ion accelerator facilities
The ﬁrst measurements of relativistic heavy ion collisions were made at the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory at the BEVALAC, which allowed to accelerate ions beams
17to energies of up to 2 AGeV. Later on, the Synchrotron at the Joint Institute for Nu-
clear Research in Dubna was also used. A more modern machine for a similar en-
ergy range is the Schwerionensynchrotron (SIS) at the Gesellschaft f¨ ur Schwerionen-
forschung (GSI) in Darmstadt. It oﬀers heavy ion beams up to Uranium at an energy of
1.5 AGeV and lighter ions up to 2 AGeV. The Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS)
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) oﬀered gold beams up to an energy of
11.7 AGeV and the possibility to study gold-on-gold-collisions at center of mass energies
per nucleon pair from
√
sNN = 2.68 GeV to
√
sNN = 4.75 GeV. At the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN beams of lead-ions can be accelerated up to an energy of
158 AGeV and allows to study lead-lead-collisions with up to
√
sNN = 17.3 GeV. Also
collisions of lighter nuclei were studied. A new accelerator is planned to be built at GSI.
It is expected to accelerate Uranium beams up to an energy of about 20 AGeV.
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at BNL is the ﬁrst heavy ion collider and was
built as a machine dedicated primarily to heavy ion physics. Gold nuclei can be collided
at energies up to
√
sNN = 200 GeV as well as lighter systems. The next step in devel-
opment will be the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, which is expected to start
running in 2007. While it is originally designed as a proton-proton-collider for energies
up to
√
s = 14 TeV, it will also collide lead ions up to energies of
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV.
1.2.3 Observables
A lot of diﬀerent observables probe the properties of the system at diﬀerent stages of
the collision. Hadrons, which are most of the produced particles in the ﬁnal state, are
aﬀected by interactions until the kinetic freeze out of the system. Therefore it is non-
triavial to extract parameters describing the system in the stage of the highest energy
density after equilibration and the combination of diﬀerent observables is necessary to
obtain a coherent picture.
The early stage of the collision can be studied by probing the medium with hard partons,
which are created in initial hard scatterings of partons in the two colliding nuclei. Due
to their very high momentum they traverse the medium, while it is still at a high energy
density. By interactions they transfer a part of or all their energy and momentum to
the medium before they possibly leave the medium and fragment into a jet of particles.
In heavy ion collisions a complete jet reconstruction, which allows to measure the full
energy of the parton, is not possible yet due to the large particle multiplicities from soft
interactions. Therefore particles with transverse momenta of a few GeV/c are studied.
At these momenta particles are mainly produced from hard scatterings and not from the
soft processes in the medium. At high RHIC energies it has been observed that, com-
pared to proton-proton-collisions, the number of particles measured at high transverse
momenta is suppressed [A+02, A+03e]. This is after dividing the measurements from
heavy ion collisions by the number of initial state nucleon-nucleon-collisions. Angular
18correlations of the projection of particle momenta into the plane perpendicular to the
beam direction show a correlation peak at low angles in gold-gold-collisions and proton-
proton-collisions. While in proton-proton-collisions there is a second peak visible on the
opposite side, where the opposite jet is expected, there is no clear peak visible in central
gold-gold-collisions [A+03g]. In deuteron-gold-collisions at the same energy a similar
suppression and modiﬁcation of the away side jet have not been observed as in gold-gold
collisions [A+03h, A+03d]. The suppression of high transverse momentum particles in
Au+Au-collisions is interpreted as energy loss of the particles due to interaction with
the medium they have to traverse. Because this suppression is not observed in d+Au-
collisions, where no medium is created, which has to be traversed by jet fragments, the
conclusion is that the matter produced in Au+Au-collisions is causing the suppression
and not the nucleus in the initial state.
Another observable probing the early stage of the collision is elliptic ﬂow: In a non-
central heavy-ion-collision the projection of the interaction region into the plane per-
pendicular to the beam direction has an elliptical shape. Due to the high pressure
created in the center of the collision there are pressure gradients from the inside to the
outside of the interaction zone. They are much steeper along the minor axis of the
ellipse causing a stronger acceleration of particles in this direction. This results in an
anisotropy in the momentum distribution. Because the particles are accelerated more
along the minor axis of the ellipse, the spacial anisotropy is reduced. As soon as it is
gone the momentum anisotropy does not change any longer and should be preserved in
the ﬁnal state of the collision.
In general inclusive particle spectra of hadrons provide a lot of information on the late
stage of the collision. Most of these particles have low transverse momenta and are
produced thermally by the medium. The ratios of diﬀerent particles types are sensitive
to the chemical freeze out, when the types of the particles are ﬁxed. The shape of the
transverse momentum distribution is sensitive to the thermal freeze out, after which
particle momenta no longer change.
1.3 Photons in Heavy Ion Collisions
Photons are a penetrating probe in heavy ion collisions, because they only interact
electro-magnetically and thus their mean free path in strongly interacting matter is long
compared to the size of the created medium. There are several production mechanisms
for photons emitted in the course of a heavy ion collision. The sources are initial state
hard scattering, interaction of hard partons with the medium, medium production in
quark matter and hadronic matter and electromagnetic decay of hadrons. Due to the
large number of sources it is important to disentangle the diﬀerent contributions to
the photon spectra. In general one diﬀerentiates between photons coming from electro-
magnetic hadron decays in the ﬁnal state (decay photons) and photons directly emitted
19from the hot nuclear matter (direct photons).
1.3.1 Jets and Photons
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Figure 1.6: Feynman diagrams for the QCD-Compton-scattering, the quark-anti-quark-
anihilation and the vacuum Bremsstrahlung.
In the early stage of the collisions quarks and gluons from the nucleons in both nuclei
have high relative momenta and can scatter with a high momentum transfer. This can
result in quarks, gluons and photons with high transverse momenta. Because color-
charged objects like quarks and gluons cannot exist in the vacuum, they will build up
a QCD ﬂux tube between themselves and the object they were knocked out from. This
tube will eventually fragment into hadrons and photons. Because of the high momentum
of the parton, the momenta of most produced particles will be focused into a small cone
around the momentum vector of the parton. This is referred to as a jet of particles.
The most common case in hard collisions is the scattering of two incoming partons into
two hard partons resulting in the production of two azimuthally opposite jets, a di-jet
event. Other conﬁgurations are a single jet balanced by a photon, commonly called a
γ-jet event, or events with more than two jets, multi-jets, from a single hard scattering.
Photon balancing a jet are also called prompt photons.
The dominant production processes for γ-jet events in proton-proton-collisions are the
QCD-Compton-scattering and the quark-anti-quark-anihilation shown in the ﬁrst two
diagrams in ﬁgure 1.6. The cross sections for these leading order processes, which have
been calculated using perturbative QCD, are shown in equations 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 in
terms of the Mandelstam variables (s, u and t) [Owe87]. α is the ﬁne structure constant,
αs the strong coupling constant and eq the fractional electric charge of the corresponding
quark. For comparison the cross sections for the same incident particles without photons
in the ﬁnal state are also given in equations 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7.
gq → γq d3σ
ds du dt =
πααs
s2
￿
−
e2
q
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+
s
u
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(1.2)
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By comparing the equations it can be seen that the production cross section for prompt
photons is several orders of magnitude lower than for jets, mainly due to the two order of
magnitude diﬀerence in the coupling constants. Not shown are processes with two quarks
or two gluons in the initial state, which cannot produce prompt photons in leading order
QCD processes (qq → qq, gg → gg and gg → q¯ q) but only jets.
Bremsstrahlung photons are radiated oﬀ a parton before the jet fragments. An example
for the process is shown in the third diagram in ﬁgure 1.6. While it can occur in the
vacuum, it can as well be induced by scattering of the parton in the medium. In contrast
to the prompt photons these photons don’t carry the full momentum transferred in a
hard collision but can be part of a jet.
Jets in heavy ion collisions
Before a jet is produced in a heavy ion collision, the parton from the hard scatter-
ing can interact with soft particles in the medium while traversing it (see ﬁgure 1.8)
[BSZ00]. The corresponding loss of energy is referred to as jet-quenching. Photons
can be produced in these parton medium interactions via the leading order processes of
quark-anti-quark-anihilation and QCD-Compton scattering. The two most important
higher order processes contributing to photon production are bremsstrahlung induced
by a hard quark scattering in the medium and quark-anti-quark-annihilation after scat-
tering of hard quark in the medium. The corresponding diagrams are shown in ﬁgure
1.7. These jet induced photon sources can contribute signiﬁcantly to the direct photon
yield [FMS03].
The initial partonic scattering processes in nucleus-nucleus interactions should be similar
to those occuring in proton-proton-interactions, which have been extensively studied
at various collision energies. Their production probabilities can be calculated using
perturbative QCD. While the partons produced in initial hard scattering interact with
the medium, prompt photons (produced as in ﬁgure 1.6 graph one and two) pass through
the medium without interaction. Therefore the production characteristics of photons
21γ
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Figure 1.7: Feynman diagrams of two examples for Bremstrahlung in the medium by
strong interaction with quarks and gluons (upper row) and of quark-anti-
quark-anihilation after strong scattering oﬀ quarks or gluons in the medium.
(lower row)
from hard scattering processes are the same as in proton-proton-collisions. The result
obtained for proton-proton-collisions are scaled by the number of binary nucleon-nucleon-
collisions in a heavy ion collision.
Because the production of prompt photons is well understood and they carry the same
momentum as the jet they are recoiling from, they provide a good baseline to study the
modiﬁcation of the opposite jet by the medium [WHS96].
1.3.2 Medium production of Photons
During the entire evolution of the collision photons are produced in soft collisions. There
are a lot of diﬀerent such processes in both the partonic and the hadronic phase.
Calculations for the expected thermal contribution from quark matter were published by
Hwa and Kajantie [HK85]. They suggested the thermal component in the photon spec-
tra, which is not reproducible by QCD calculations based on nuclear structure functions,
as a signature of the formation of quark matter.
The expected photon production in an equilibrated quark-gluon-plasma has been cal-
22Figure 1.8: Two partons with a large transverse momentum produced in initial hard
scattering are shown inside the strongly interaction medium. While the
lower one has only a short path length through the medium and escapes
unmodiﬁed, the upper one scatters several times with soft particles in the
medium and loses energy. The jets of particles observed in the ﬁnal state are
illustrated by the two sets of arrows.
culated by Kapusta, Lichard and Seibert [KLS91]. Their calculation is based on QCD
Compton scattering (gq(¯ q) → γq(¯ q)) and quark anti-quark annihilation (q¯ q → γg) pro-
cesses. The diagrams are the same as for the γ-jet related processes shown in ﬁgure
1.6, but are on a diﬀerent momentum scale due to the lower momentum transfer in a
thermalized system. In the same paper they also calculated the emitted photon spectra
in the hadronic phase for a gas consisting of π-, ρ-, ω- and η-mesons. The processes
ππ → ργ and πρ → πγ and the vector meson decays ω → πγ and ρ → ππγ were
the main photon sources in the hadronic phase. Their conclusion was that the spectra
of photons emitted from a quark-gluon-plasma are the same as those emitted from a
hadron gas at the same temperature.
Arnold et. al. [AMY01] studied photon production in a quark-gluon-plasma due to
bremsstrahlung in the medium, qg → qγ, and inelastic pair annihilation, q¯ qg → γ.
The diagrams for both processes are shown in ﬁgure 1.7. They concluded that these
two processes contribute to the same order as the QCD-Compton scattering and quark-
anti-quark-annihilation to the photon spectra emitted from a quark-gluon-plasma, and
included them in their calculation.
More recent calculation for the photon yields from a hadron gas take into account strange
mesons and resonances, of which especially the a1-resonance contributes signiﬁcantly to
the photons spectra [Hag04, TRG04].
231.3.3 The composition of direct photon spectra
Most calculations predicted the photon spectra emitted from an equilibrated quark-
gluon-plasma or hadron gas at a constant temperature. A heavy ion collision, however,
is an evolving system as illustrated in ﬁgure 1.4. It starts in an early un-equilibrated
phase, in which there is no temperature deﬁned but photons are produced. Depending on
the inital energy this system can equilibrate either into a quark-gluon-plasma or a hadron
gas, from which additional thermal photons are emitted. Due to the fast expansion of
the system it cools down rapidly traversing the phase transition to a hadron gas if it
was a quark-gluon-plasma, until it freezes out into its ﬁnal state, where the production
of thermal photons stops.
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Figure 1.9: Calculation of contributions to the direct photon spectra from hard collisions
and thermal photons from a quark-gluon-plasma and hadronic matter at
SPS, RHIC and LHC energies [TRG04].
Turbide, Rap and Gale used an expanding ﬁreball model to take the evolution of a
24heavy ion collision into account [TRG04]. They compared the contributions from initial
hard scattering using perturbative QCD, from the quark-gluon-plasma and from the
hadron gas to the photon spectra at the highest SPS, RHIC and LHC collision energies
of
√
sNN = 17.2 GeV,
√
sNN = 200 GeV and
√
sNN = 5500 GeV respectively. As shown in
ﬁgure 1.9, photons from each stage dominate a diﬀerent region in transverse momentum
at diﬀerent collision energies. At RHIC the dominant contribution above 3 GeV/c comes
from initial scattering described by perturbative QCD. Between 1 GeV/c and 3 GeV/c
the main contribution is expected to be thermal photons from the quark-gluon-plasma
phase. Below 1 GeV/c transverse momentum the dominant contribution are the thermal
photons from the hadron gas in the late stage of the collision. Therefore this model
predicts that the region between 1 GeV/c and 3 GeV/c transverse momentum is suited
best to measure the temperature of a quark gluon plasma produced in Au+Au-collision
at RHIC.
1.3.4 Decay Photons
In the ﬁnal state of the collision several meson species decay electromagnetically into
photons. The largest contribution comes from the π0-meson decays π0 → 2γ and π0 →
e+e−γ with a branching ratio of 98.798% and 1.198% respectively. The η-meson decays
η → 2γ with a branching ratio of 39.43%. These two sources produce about 99% of the
photons coming from the decay of particles. Other contributions come mainly from η′-
and ω-mesons.
Due to the large abundance of the π0- and η-mesons they are the source of most of the
photons measured in a heavy ion collisions. To show the composition of the photon
spectra from decays, proton-proton-events at an energy of
√
s = 62 GeV have been
simulated using the Pythia event generator [SLM01, S+01]. The contribution of the
diﬀerent photon sources to the transverse momentum spectra are shown in ﬁgure 1.10.
It can nicely be seen that the decay photons dominate the spectra below 4 GeV/c and the
contribution photons related to hard processes becomes signiﬁcant at higher transverse
momenta. Also at each transverse momentum in the shown range photons from π0- and
η-decays make up at least 96% of the decay photons. While these simulations show
the composition of the inclusive photon spectra in proton-proton-collisions, heavy ion
collisions include in addition thermal photons from partonic and hadronic matter. To
determine the contribution of the decay photons to the inclusive photon spectra, the
spectra of the decaying particles have to be known. These can be used as input to
calculate the yield of photons and the shape of the resulting photon spectra from the
decays. The ratio of inclusive photons to photons from electro-magnetic decays has
been measured by the PHENIX collaboration at a collision energy of
√
sNN = 200 GeV
and is shown in ﬁgure 1.12 on the left side [A+05]. Only for transverse momenta above
4 GeV/c the ratio becomes signiﬁcantly larger than one. In the most central bin the
direct photons become the dominant contribution to the photon spectra above 6 GeV/c
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Figure 1.10: The diﬀerent contributions to the photon transverse momentum spectra in
proton-proton-collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV from diﬀerent electromagnetic
hadron decays, from γ-jets and from bremsstrahlung-photons are shown
on the left side. On the right side the ratios of the photons from diﬀerent
sources to the total inclusive photon spectra are plotted. These spectra and
ratios were obtained from Pythia-simulations [SLM01, S+01]. They simu-
late p+p-collisions and therefore do not include any thermal components.
However they show nicely, which are the predominant decays contributing
to the photon spectra as well as what the relative size of the jet contribution
is.
transverse momentum. The experimental results are discussed in detail in the next
section.
1.4 Direct photon measurements
1.4.1 WA98
The WA98 collaboration determined the direct photon contribution from their photon
spectra in Lead-Lead-collisions at the CERN SPS. The center of mass energy in these
collisions was
√
sNN = 17.3 GeV [A+00].
Their results show no signiﬁcant excess of photons over the photon contribution from
meson decays in peripheral Pb-Pb-collisions in ﬁgure 1.11 on the top of the left side. The
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Figure 1.11: On the left side the ratio of inclusive photons over the expected background
from meson decays is shown for peripheral and central Pb+Pb-collisions at √
sNN = 17.3 GeV measured by WA98 [A+00]. The ﬁgure on the right side
shows the direct photon spectra in central Pb+Pb-collisions.
bottom left plot shows a signiﬁcant excess of direct photons at a transverse momentum
of more than 1.5 GeV/c. The resulting direct photon spectra are shown on the right
side. Measurements in proton-nucleus-collisions, which were scaled to take into account
the diﬀerent energy and number of binary nucleon-nucleon-collisions, are shown for com-
parison. The comparison shows a higher photon emission rate in Pb+Pb-collisions than
in p+A-collisions. This additional photon yield may be attributed to thermal photon
production in the medium.
1.4.2 PHENIX
The PHENIX collaboration has published results on direct photon measurements in
Au+Au-collisions at an energy of
√
sNN = 200 GeV [A+05]. It shows a signiﬁcant
enhancement of the inclusive photon spectra over the expected background from meson-
decays for transverse momenta above 4 GeV/c in central collisions as shown in ﬁgure 1.12
on the left side. The actual quantity plotted is the double ratio. In the numerator is the
ratio of measured photons to measured π0-mesons. The denominator is the ratio of the
27photon spectra obtained from decay simulations of a π0-spectrum to this π0-spectrum.
The advantage of this double ratio is that some systematic errors cancel. Their photon
spectra after subtraction of the contribution from meson decays also is shown in ﬁgure
1.12 on the right side.
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Figure 1.12: The ﬁgure on the left side shows the double ratio of measured to background
photon to π0ratios in Au+Au-collisions. It is measured by the PHENIX
collaboration at a collision energy of
√
sNN = 200 GeV. On the right side
direct photon spectra are shown. The lines in both plots are QCD based
calculations [A+05].
The uncertainty on the direct photon spectra is large below 4 GeV/c transverse momen-
tum in central collisions and therefore only allows the determination of upper limits on
the direct photon spectra for this phase space region. At higher momenta, however, the
uncertainties are much smaller. As shown earlier the main contribution to the direct pho-
ton spectra at RHIC above 3 GeV/c transverse momentum is coming from initial hard
scattering. The particle production in initial hard scattering can be calculated using
perturbative QCD. This provides particle production cross sections at large transverse
momentum in proton-proton-collisions. Therefore the results are scaled by the number
of binary nucleon-nucleon-collisions in a heavy ion collision at the respective centrality.
The lines on both plots in ﬁgure 1.12 show these perturbative QCD calculations. They
are nicely in agreement with the data.
To study the modiﬁcation of jet production in heavy ion collisions RAA is used, which
is deﬁned as
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6 GeV/c are shown [A+05].
RAB =
d2/dptdη
TABd2σpp/dptdη
(1.8)
This is the ratio of the yield of particles observed in A+A-collisions to the cross section in
proton-proton-collisions after scaling by the number of binary nucleon-nucleon-collisions,
which is the factor TAB. RAA was calculated by PHENIX as a function of centrality for
direct photons and π0-mesons. The result for particle spectra integrated above 6 GeV/c
transverse momentum is shown in ﬁgure 1.13. While the π0-RAA is close to one for
peripheral and drops to about 0.2 for central collisions, the photon-RAA is consistent
with one for all centralities within systematic uncertainties. This shows that the photon
production at large transverse momentum is not strongly modiﬁed in heavy ion collisions.
Because photons are not strongly interacting, they penetrate the medium created in the
ﬁnal state largely without interaction. This indicates that the initial state of an A+A-
collision is not much diﬀerent from a p+p-collision. Rather the suppression of strongly
interacting particles is an eﬀect caused by their interaction with the medium produced
in the ﬁnal state.
This standard PHENIX photon measurement using the calorimeters extends down to
low transverse momenta of about 1 GeV/c, but the systematic errors below 3 GeV/c
are similar to the measured direct photon contribution and thus no signiﬁcant signal
is visible. However there exists an alternative approach to measure the direct photon
contribution to the inclusive photon spectra in this region [Bat05]: The analysis of low
mass di-lepton pairs allows to determine the ratio of direct virtual photons and virtual
photons coming from π0, η and other Dalitz decays. This ratio should be equal to the
ratio of direct photons to photons from π0, η and other decays. This has been measured
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Figure 1.14: Direct photon measurements from PHENIX in Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN =
200 GeV [Bat05]. On the left side the blue open circles show the direct pho-
ton contribution for photons measured in the calorimeter to photons from
electromagnetic meson decays. The red solid circles show the direct pho-
ton contribution to photons from electromagnetic decays measured using
virtual photons. On the right side the photon spectrum resulting from the
virtual photon method is shown by the red solid circles. The curves are
calculations from a thermal model and scaled pertubative QCD.
by PHENIX. The result is shown in ﬁgure 1.14 on the left side (red solid circles). In this
case it is plotted as the ratio of direct to the inclusive photon yield plus one. The ratio of
direct photons to inclusive photons in the transverse momentum range of 1 − 3 GeV/c
is between 10 and 15%. On the right side of ﬁgure 1.14 the direct photon spectra are
shown. It was obtained by multiplying the ratio of direct to inclusive photons from
the virtual photon method by the photon spectra from the calorimetric measurement.
The curves on the plot are calculations from perturbative QCD and a thermal model,
which together describe the data nicely within the systematic uncertainties. The quoted
systematic errors for the direct photon spectra are 25% and are dominated by the η/π0-
ratio measurement.
301.4.3 Future measurements at LHC
At the large hadron collider the center of mass energy of a Pb+Pb-collision will be up to √
sNN = 5500 GeV per nucleon pair. Due to the higher incident energy the temperature
of the thermalized system will be higher than at RHIC. As a result the thermal photon
spectra will be harder and the system will remain in the phase of a quark-gluon-plasma
longer. As it is illustrated in ﬁgure 1.9, the direct photon spectra between 1 GeV/c and
5 GeV/c transverse momentum may be dominated by the thermal photons emitted from
the quark-gluon-plasma.
At the LHC collision energy the cross sections for jets will be much higher than at the
highest RHIC energy. Therefore the contribution of γ-jets and jet related photons will
be higher than at RHIC. The average transverse momenta in a hard collision will be
much higher, which will make the measurement of the energy of a jet much more precise,
because the diﬀerence relative to the thermal background from the event will be much
larger.
1.5 Photon measurement at STAR
As it has been discussed in this chapter, direct photons in diﬀerent transverse momentum
regions probe diﬀerent stages of heavy ion collisions. PHENIX has shown that direct
photons in the perturbative regime, which at RHIC starts at about 4 GeV/c transverse
momentum, can nicely be measured with its calorimeters in central collisions. A similar
measurement should be possible with the STAR calorimeters.
At RHIC photons below 3 GeV/c transverse momentum are expected to come mainly
from thermal photon production in the medium and therefore probe the temperature
of the medium. In this region, however, the calorimetric measurement of PHENIX was
subject to systematic uncertainties, which are large compared to the direct photon con-
tribution to the inclusive photon spectra. Therefore diﬀerent measurement techniques
in this regime can turn out to be more successful. Phenix used the measurement of
di-lepton pairs or virtual photons to determine the ratio of direct photons to decay
photons.
Another possibility is to measure the inclusive photon spectra in this transverse mo-
mentum range more precisely. In STAR the main detector is a time projection chamber
(TPC), which is a tracking detector for charged particles. While a photon is not charged,
it can convert in the electro-magnetic ﬁeld of a nucleus or the atomic shell to a pair of
an electron and a positron. These two daughter particles can be measured in charged
particle tracking detectors as the STAR TPC and subsequently be used to reconstruct
the photon they originated from.
31The main disadvantage of this method is that the STAR experimental setup was de-
signed to have as little material as possible between the interaction point and the TPC
to increase the momentum resolution of the detector and minimize lepton production
from photon conversions. Because STAR is not optimized to measure conversions, the
detection eﬃciency of photons is below 10% and the systematic uncertainties are not
well known. However, the statistical limitation due to the low eﬃciency is not really a
problem for the transverse momentum region below 3 GeV/c, where lots of particles are
produced.
This method has already been used at STAR in Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV
[A+04, Joh03]. In the end it yielded no signiﬁcant result for the direct photon spectra.
Newly available data sets at center-of-mass energies of
√
sNN = 62 GeV and
√
sNN =
200 GeV contain several times more recorded collisions and therefore allow to reduce the
statistical errors. Also the systematic uncertainties can be studied in much more detail.
The subject of this thesis work was to explore the possibilities of STAR to provide an
independent measurement on the direct photon production in the transverse momentum
region, which at RHIC is presumably dominated by thermal photon production from a
quark-gluon-plasma. This will be tested by using the data set of Au+Au-collisions at √
sNN = 62 GeV to measure inclusive photon- and π0-spectra. This includes a detailed
study of all systematic uncertainties in this analysis. In the end an estimate on the
magnitude of the direct photon contribution to the inclusive photon spectra will be
given including all systematic uncertainties.
322 The STAR experimental setup
332.1 Accelerators
The STAR detector is one of four detectors at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC
[HLO03, H+03]) at Brookhaven National Laboratory designed to study heavy ion col-
lisions. RHIC is fed by a series of other accelerators, which are illustrated in ﬁgure
2.1.
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Figure 2.1: RHIC and supporting accelerators.
There are two diﬀerent ion sources available: A linear accelerator is used to create and
preaccelerate protons to a kinetic energy of 200 MeV, while in a Tandem-Van-de-Graaf
accelerator a large variety of ions can be produced with a kinetic energy of 1 MeV/u. So
far in RHIC running deuteron, gold and copper ions have been used. Beams from these
sources are injected into the booster ring. Here gold ions are accelerated to 95 MeV/u
before they are injected into the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS), where they
are again accelerated to a kinetic energy of 8.86 GeV/u, while protons are accelerated
to 24.3 GeV. Then the particles are injected into RHIC via the AGS to RHIC transfer
line (AtR).
RHIC consists of two concentric accelerator rings, which have six common interaction
34points. The lowest energy at which RHIC is operated is without any further acceleration
after the injection, which results in a center of mass energy of
√
sNN ≈ 19.6 GeV for
gold ions and
√
sNN ≈ 50 GeV for protons. The maximum energy is
√
sNN ≈ 200 GeV
for gold-gold- and
√
sNN = 500 GeV for proton-proton-collisions.
A special feature of the whole accelerator system is that beams of polarized protons can
be accelerated and kept polarized while stored in the RHIC rings.
Besides the STAR detector there are three other experiments studying heavy ion colli-
sions: The PHENIX experiment [A+03f] was designed to focus on rare probes like direct
photons, quarkonia and lepton pairs. At mid-rapidity it provides charged particle track-
ing with drift and pad chamber and particle identiﬁcation with time of ﬂight and ring
imaging Cherenkov detectors. Electromagnetic calorimeters measure the energy of pho-
tons and electrons. At forward rapidities there are two muon spectrometers, consisting
of a drift chamber for tracking and alternating steel absorbers and streamer tubes for
muon identiﬁcation.
BRAHMS [A+03c] was primarily designed to measure identiﬁed particle spectra over a
wide phase space. It consists of two spectrometers at forward and mid-rapidity, which
are composed of time projection chambers, time of ﬂight and ring imaging Cherenkov
detectors. The pseudo-rapidity coverage of both arms together extends from 0 up to 4
for charged pions, however the solid angle of each spectrometer is small. Therefore only
small angle correlation measurements are possible.
The PHOBOS detector [B+03a] was designed to measure yet unknown new event sig-
natures. For that it is necessary to measure particles in a large fraction of phase space
and record a large fraction of all events without too restrictive trigger conditions. This
is accomplished by a cylindrical silicon multiplicity detector, covering almost the en-
tire phase space available in heavy ion collisions at RHIC. In addition there is a silicon
based spectrometer and time of ﬂight detector near mid-rapidity. Due to the large ac-
ceptance close to 4π-multiplicities and large angle correlations of charged particles can
be measured with PHOBOS.
2.2 STAR
The Solenoidal Tracker At RHIC (STAR) [A+03b] was designed to measure a wide range
of observables in heavy ion collisions. It is in particular suitable to measure event-by-
event ﬂuctuations, correlations and jets, which require a large acceptance, good mo-
mentum resolution for large transverse momenta and calorimetry. Particle identiﬁcation
provides the possibility to study those observables for diﬀerent particle species and iden-
tiﬁed particle spectra. The second purpose of the STAR detector is to measure polarized
proton collisions, for which some of the detectors were explicitly designed.
35Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the STAR detector setup.
Most detectors are located inside a large solenoidal magnet as shown in ﬁgures 2.2 and
2.3. The main tracking detector is a Time Projection Chamber (TPC), which provides
the high resolution tracking necessary for the multiplicities encountered in heavy ion
collisions, which can be more than 1000 particles per pseudo-rapidity unit in a central
Au+Au-collision at RHIC.
Two additional silicon tracking detectors, the SVT and SSD are located closer to the
beam line than the TPC. They are designed to improve on distinguishing tracks from the
main event vertex from tracks coming from secondary vertices. For tracking at foreward
rapidities there are two Forward Time Projection Chambers (FTPC) on either side of
the inner silicon tracking. To measure π0 and photonic contribution to jets, the time
projection chamber is surrounded by two electro-magnetic calorimeters, one cylindrical
to cover the phase space near mid-rapidity and one between one end cap of the TPC
and the corresponding end cap of the magnet to cover foreward rapidities.
2.2.1 The STAR coordinate system
The STAR experimental setup uses a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system with
the origin in the center of the detector. The z axis is deﬁned by the beam axis. Positive
values are on the western side. The y axis is vertical with positive values pointing up.
The x axis in the horizontal plane perpendicular to the beam axis.
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Figure 2.3: Cut through the STAR detector
Due to the cylindrical symmetry of large parts of the experiment, the use of a cylindrical
coordinate system is useful. The azimuthal angle φ is deﬁned as x/
√
x2 + y2 = cos(φ)
and y/
√
x2 + y2 = sin(φ). The radial component is r =
√
x2 + y2, while the longitudinal
variable z is the same as used in the rectangular coordinate system. In addition it is
useful to deﬁne the dip-angle as z/r = tan(dip).
2.2.2 Magnet
The magnet is a solenoid with the ﬁeld in its center aligned with the beam line [B+03d].
For physics data taking the magnet is usually operated with a ﬁeld of 0.5 T. Both
polarizations of the ﬁeld are used. To enhance the tracking capabilities for particles
with low transverse momentum, the magnet can be used with half of the normal ﬁeld.
The shape of the ﬁeld in the volumes of the tracking detectors is relatively homogenous:
For the full ﬁeld conﬁguration the radial component of the ﬁeld is smaller than 50 G,
the azimuthal component smaller than 3 G and for the half ﬁeld conﬁguration half of
that. The homogeneity of the ﬁeld is important for the momentum resolution of tracks
in the TPC.
372.2.3 Inner parts of the experimental setup
Data from the detectors between the beam and the Time Projection Chamber are not
used for the analysis discussed in this thesis. Instead the material they are made of is
used as a medium, which converts photons into e+-e−-pairs. The crucial information is
the distribution and density of the material making up these components.
Beam pipe
The beam is surrounded by the beam pipe [M+03]. The center part from −76.2 cm to
76.2 cm consists of Berillium. This material was chosen because of its low density and
low nuclear charge to minimize the number of photon conversions and multiple scattering
of particles traversing the beam pipe. The outer radius in this section is 4 cm and its
thickness 1 mm. For the region extending from ±76.2 cm to ±402.59 cm the beam pipe
is made of Aluminium and for z larger than ±402.59 cm of stainless steel.
Silicon Vertex Tracker
The Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT [B+03c]) consists of three layers of silicon wafers.
Each wafer is 63 mm long and 63 mm wide. The wafers are arranged in ladders, which
contain the carrier material and the readout electronics. Each layer is composed of
several ladders. The average thickness of the whole detector is about 6% of a radiation
length.
Silicon Drift Detector
The Silicon Drift Detector (SSD [A+03l]) consists of one layer of ladders installed at a
radius of 230 mm. Each ladder consists of 16 wafers which are 73 mm wide and 40 mm
long. The total length of a ladder including the support structure is 1060 mm. The
thickness of a ladder is estimated to be 1% of a radiation length.
The number of layers varies for the diﬀerent running periods. During RHIC run 3 there
was only one ladder present. For run 4 10 ladders were mounted covering a quarter of
the azimuth at the top and a quarter at the bottom of the acceptance. The complete
detector consisting of 20 ladders and covering the full azimuth was ﬁnally commissioned
for run 5.
382.2.4 Time Projection Chamber
The Time Projection Chamber (TPC [A+03k]) is the main detector of the STAR ex-
perimental setup and, except for triggering, the only detector used for this analysis. It
has the shape of a cylinder and is located around the SSD. It is 4.2 m long and has a
diameter of 4 m. The coverage for charged particle tracking reaches up to ±1.8 units
of pseudo-rapidity, however the length of tracks decreases for particles with a pseudo-
rapidity above 1 and thus for most purposes the useful acceptance is limited to ±1 units
of pseudo-rapidity.
Figure 2.4: The STAR time projection chamber [A+03k].
The TPC is ﬁlled with a mixture of Methane and Argon. The electric drift ﬁeld is parallel
to the magnetic ﬁeld. The cathode is a thin conductive membrane in the center of the
detector at a potential of 28 kV. The readout planes on both endcaps of the cylinder are
at ground potential. They are segmented into 12 sectors. Each sector has 45 pad rows.
13 pad rows are located between the radii of 60 and 119.6 cm with a relatively large
distance between the rows and small pads to optimize the two-track resolution. The
remaining 32 rows are located between 127.2 and 189.2 cm radius with a smaller spacing
and larger pads, to accumulate as much of the created charge as possible to maximise
the energy loss measurement resolution.
The acceptance of particles originating from the main vertex has a lower cutoﬀ in trans-
verse momentum, because the trajectories of low momentum particles are curved too
much too reach the TPC and leave a track of suﬃcient length in the TPC gas. A charged
particle track at mid-rapidity originating from the main vertex needs about 90 MeV/c
39transverse momentum to cross the the ﬁrst twelve pad rows.
For the analysis of photon conversions the situation is a bit diﬀerent: Because photons
are neutral their momentum will not be aﬀected by the magnetic ﬁeld. The e+ and e−
produced in a photon conversion are aﬀected, but they originate from the conversion
vertex, which can be at any radius in the detector. This results in a lower transverse
momentum cut oﬀ for e+ and e− originating from photon conversions close to or in the
TPC gas. If the photon converts beyond 100 cm radius, where the pad row spacing de-
creases, the cut oﬀ is even lower because tracks can reach the required number of points
with a smaller radius. This way photons can be measured down to below 100 MeV/c
transverse momentum even though their momentum is split on the two conversion prod-
ucts, but due to the low conversion probability in the gas relative to the SVT and SSD,
the photon detection eﬃciency is very small at low transverse momentum.
Besides tracking the TPC measures the energy loss (dE/dx) of the charged particles
traversing the gas with a resolution of 7%. Together with the momentum this oﬀers
good particle identiﬁcation for π+/π−, protons, kaons and deuterons at momenta with
β ≪ 1. For electrons and all the other particles at relativistic momenta with β ≈ 1,
the energy loss reaches the relativistic plateau region of the Bethe-Bloch-Function. In
this region the energy loss for all particle species is similar and the distributions overlap,
which makes track-wise particle identiﬁcation impossible. However, particles can be
identiﬁed on a statistical basis up to several GeV/c transverse momentum.
Inner ﬁeld cage
The inner wall of the ﬁeld cage is located at a radius of 468 mm. It consists of a 12.7 mm
layer of Nomex as a support material, which is enclosed on each side by a sandwich of two
layers of 0.01 mm Aluminium and one layer of 0.075 mm Kapton. The total thickness of
the structure adds up to 0.52% of a radiation length. The space between the ﬁeld cage
and the SSD is ﬁlled with N2-gas, which contributes an additional thickness of 0.1% of
a radiation length. A resistor chain is mounted parallel to the beam at an azimuthal
angle of 1.9 rad on the inner side of the ﬁeld cage. The contribution to the radiation
length is not calculated, but using photon conversions it is estimated to be 20% of the
total conversion probability in the inner ﬁeld cage.
TPC gas
The TPC gas is P10, a mixture of 90% Argon and 10% Methan. The gas is kept at
2 mbar above atmospheric pressure and at a constant temperature of about 24.9 ◦C.
The gas volume has an inner radius of 500 mm and an outer radius of 2000 mm. This
results in a total thickness of 1.17% of a radiation length. An example how that can be
40calculated is shown in section 3.2.1.
Outer ﬁeld cage
The outer ﬁeld cage is of a similar design as the inner ﬁeld cage, but instead of Aluminium
Copper was used and the overall thickness is higher by about 1.26% of a radiation length.
However, conversions taking place in the outer ﬁeld cage are not measured in the TPC
because the produced e+-e−-pairs are pointing out of the TPC volume.
2.2.5 Trigger System
At RHIC the rate of bunch crossings in heavy ion operation is 10 MHz, while the STAR
event taping operates at about 100 Hz due to the limited read-out rates of the slow
detectors, which are the TPC and SVT. The trigger system [B+03e] is designed to make
a decision for every bunch crossing using a number of trigger detectors:
Between the TPC and the Barrel Calorimeter is the Central Trigger Barrel (CTB), which
has 240 segments, each consisting of a scintillator, light guide and photo-multiplier. The
CTB covers ±1 unit of pseudo-rapidity and is divided into 4 section longitudinally and
60 section azimuthally. It provides information about the overall multiplicity in the
central region of the collision, but can also be used for triggers requiring a more complex
geometry by making use of the segmentation in η and φ.
At a very small angel to the beam line far outside the magnet volume and beyond the ﬁrst
dipole of the RHIC rings two zero degree calorimeters (ZDC) are located. They cover a
small solid angle near zero degrees. They are used to measure the energy of spectator
neutrons, which are close to beam rapidity and have little transverse momentum. While
the CTB returns the highest multiplicity for central collisions, the ZDC measures the
highest energy for peripheral collisions. Both detectors together can be used to select
diﬀerent centralities. In addition the diﬀerence in the timing signal of both ZDCs can
be used to select the position range in z of the main interaction vertex.
The beam-beam-counters (BBC) are two arrays of scintillator detectors around the beam
pipe outside of the magnet. They cover a pseudorapidity range of 3 < η < 4.1 and thus
do not measure spectators unlike the ZDC. They have been used for triggering central
collisions, in which there are few spectators, but many particles produced in the BBC
acceptance. The z position of the main interaction vertex can also be selected with the
timing signal diﬀerence of the two BBCs.
The two electro-magnetic calorimeters (see section 2.2.6) can also be used as trigger
detectors. However, only the energy measured in the individual towers is available for
41triggering and not the information from the shower-maximum detectors. Events, in
which the energy measured in a tower exceeds a certain threshold, can be selected to
enhance the sample of events, in which a hard interaction took place, which produce
photons or electrons with high transverse momenta.
The exact trigger setup used for analysis in this thesis is discussed in section 5.1.
2.2.6 Outer detectors
There are additional detectors, which should only brieﬂy be mentioned as they are not
of central importance to this analysis.
Calorimeters
STAR has a few diﬀerent calorimeters: An electro-magnetic calorimeter barrel surrounds
the TPC [B+03b]. It consists of calorimeter towers covering ∆η = 0.05 rad and ∆φ =
0.05 rad each measure the energy. In addition there is shower maximum detector to
determine the shower shape. Another disc shaped calorimeter of similar design with
shower maximum detector, the endcap calorimeter, is located behind the eastern read-
out plane of the TPC. It covers the pseudo-rapidity range of 1 < η < 2 with full
azimuthal acceptance [A+03j].
The barrel calorimeter measures photons and π0-mesons in the same phase space region
as the TPC does, but with diﬀerent systematic uncertainties. The main advantage of the
calorimeter is the higher eﬃciency, which makes it the primary photon and π0detector
in STAR. The endcap calorimeter can measure photons at higher pseudo-rapidities, but
the segmentation of the detector is not ﬁne enough for the high occupancy in heavy ion
collisions.
For the RHIC run 4 a shower maximum detector has been added to the zero degree
calorimeters. It resolves the spacial distribution of the spectators hitting the ZDC and
provides the azimuthal orientation of the collision’s impact parameter.
Forward Time Projection Chamber
The forward time projection chambers (FTPC [A+03a]) are located at the same radii as
the SVT and SSD but outside of the central region of the detector at large distance along
the beam line from the interaction point. They use a radial drift ﬁeld and provide charged
particle tracking from ±2.5 to ±4 units of pseudo-rapidity. Because the momentum and
42energy loss resolution is lower than in the TPC, particle identiﬁcation is not possible in
the FTPC.
Photon Multiplicity Detector
The photon multiplicity detector (PMD [A+03i]) is mounted in a plane perpendicular
to the beam outside of the magnet. It consists of a charged particle veto layer, a 3-
radiation-length photon converter and a pre-shower detector. It measures the position
of photons and thus allows to determine their pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal distribution
between 2.3 and 3.5 units of pseudo-rapidity. The photon energy cannot be measured.
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453.1 Photon interaction processes in matter
For photons there are diﬀerent ways to interact with matter. The dominant process
at lower energies is the photoelectric eﬀect, where the photon is captured by an atom
and excites the state of one of the electrons in the shell to a higher energy or ionizes
the atom. The next important process is the compton scattering of the photons oﬀ
electrons. Starting at an energy of 1022 keV, twice the electron mass, the conversion
of the photon to an electron positron pair is possible in the electromagnetic ﬁeld of a
nucleus or an electron. Above a photon energy of 100 MeV this is the dominant process.
The cross section for this process saturates at some higher photon energy. In ﬁgure
3.1 the diﬀerent contributions to the total photon interaction probability are displayed
versus the momentum of the photon traversing the gas, which ﬁlls the STAR TPC.
photo effect (1/cm)
compton scattering (1/cm)
pair conversion (1/cm)
rayleigh scattering (1/cm)
p (GeV/c)
Figure 3.1: Photon interaction probabilities in the TPC gas for diﬀerent processes versus
momentum of the photon [GST, GEA].
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Figure 3.2: Feynman diagram of a photon conversion to an e+-e−-pair in the electro-
magnetic ﬁeld of an electron or a nucleus with the charge Z.
3.2 Photon conversions
Because of energy and momentum conservation a photon cannot decay in the vacuum to
an e+-e−-pair. To balance the equations a part of the momentum has to be transferred
away from the electron or positron. As it is shown in ﬁgure 3.2, this can happen by
exchanging a photon with a charged particle. For a photon traversing detector material
this charged particle can be an electron but is most likely to be a nucleus.
3.2.1 Radiation Length
The radiation length X0 provides information about the photon conversion probability in
a speciﬁc material. The dependence of the radiation length X0 on the material traversed
by the photon is given by the following formula [H+02]:
1
X0
= 4αr
2
e
NA
A
(Z
2(Lrad − f(Z)) + ZL
′
rad) (3.1)
where α ≈
1
137 is the ﬁne structure constant, re = 2.818fm the classical electron ra-
dius, NA = 6.022 × 1023mol
−1 the Avogadro number, A the atomic mass and Z the
atomic number of the material. The product of the constants 4αr2
eNA is equal to
(716.408molcm−2)−1. The coeﬃcients Lrad and L′
rad are given in table 3.1. The function
f(Z) can be expanded as
f(Z) = a
2((1 + a
2)
−1 + 0.20206 − 0.0369a
2 + 0.0083a
4 − 0.002a
6) (3.2)
with a = αZ. It should be noted that the radiation length X0 in equation 3.1 depends
47on the square of the atomic number Z.
The dimension of the radiation length is g cm−2. With the density ρ of the material,
the mean free path of a photon in this material is 9X0/7ρ, if the photon energy is in the
region, where the photon conversion probability saturates.
Material Z Lrad L′
rad
H 1 5.31 6.144
He 2 4.79 5.621
Li 3 4.74 5.805
Be 4 4.71 5.924
Others > 4 ln(184.152Z−1/3) ln(1194Z−2/3)
Table 3.1: Parameters Lrad and L′
rad.
In the case that diﬀerent materials are mixed, the radiation length of the compound is
1
X0
=
X
j
wj
Xj
(3.3)
where w are the weights for the diﬀerent materials j in by their weight.
Example: The TPC gas
One can use these formulas to calculate the radiation length of the TPC gas, which
is composed of 90% Argon and 10% Methane by volume. The temperature in the
STAR TPC is regulated to be 75F. The pressure is set to be 2mbar above the ambient
air pressure. During the d+Au run 2003 the average pressure was measured to be
1016.59mbar, and is assumed to be the same pressure as in the year 2004 Au+Au
run, during which the data used for this thesis were taken. This information allows to
calculate the relative densities of the gas components in the TPC as shown in table 3.2.
Using the calculated radiation length of the TPC gas in table 3.3 and its density the
mean free path of a high energy photon is 16728.1 cm. This is consistent to better than
a permille with the number 16723,3 cm obtained from the STAR simulation software,
where the photon mean free path saturates above 100 GeV/c photon energy.
48Material density (g/cm3) density in mixture (g/cm3)
Argon 0.0016387 0.0014748
Methan 0.000658 0.0000658
Carbon 0.0000492
Hydrogen 0.00000165
TPC gas 0.00154065
Table 3.2: Density of the diﬀerent components of the gas mixture in the TPC. The
central column is the density of the pure gas at the given temperature and
pressure, the right one the density contribution to the TPC gas mixture.
Material Z A X0(g/cm2)
Argon 18 39.948 19.549
Carbon 6 10.0107 42.6969
Hydrogen 1 1.00794 63.0435
TPC gas 20.0449
Table 3.3: Charge and mass of the nuclei in the TPC gas mixture. Also given is the
resulting radiation length X0.
3.3 Photon measurement techniques
As the dominant interaction process at higher energies is pair conversion, this mech-
anism is used to detect photons in high energy physics. Electromagnetic calorimeters
are made of a material with a high nuclear charge to maximize the conversion proba-
bility. Photons convert in the calorimeter and the resulting electrons and positrons will
produce new photons mainly by Bremsstrahlung processes in subsequent interactions
and produce an electro-magnetic shower in the detector. Often scintillators are used to
detect these shower particles: They absorb these particles, which are still at relatively
high energies, and subsequently emit photons with longer wavelengths close to or in the
visible spectrum. The resulting low energy photons are collected in photo-multipliers
and the measured energy allows to determine the full energy of the shower and thus the
original photon.
Another way to measure the photon is to use only a small amount of conversion material
to avoid subsequent interactions of the produced electron positron pair. Charged particle
tracking detectors can measure the momenta of the two conversion daughters, from which
energy and momentum of the photon can be reconstructed.
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of conversion vertices in the xy-plane (left) and the rz-plane
(right).
3.4 Reconstruction of photon conversions
The distribution of photon conversion points in space reﬂects in various ways the dis-
tribution of material in the experimental setup. This can be seen for the STAR exper-
imental setup in particular in ﬁgure 3.3 in the middle plot, showing the distribution of
reconstructed conversion points in the inner region of the experiment. Visible are the
SVT, the ten individual ladders of the SSD and the inner ﬁeld cage. The twelve-fold
structure on the left side is a reconstruction eﬀect caused by the sector structure of the
TPC read out. The typical topology of a photon conversion is shown in ﬁgures 3.4 and
3.5. It is a pair of tracks with a small opening angle at a common vertex, which is
diﬀerent from the main event vertex. To ﬁnd possible conversion vertices, the following
selection criteria are used.
3.4.1 The STAR track model
To understand some of the cuts and how the conversion reconstruction works, it is useful
to know about the STAR track model: In it a track is parameterized by a helix. This
corresponds to a circular trajectory if projected into the xy-plane. For a path of the
length s along the trajectory of the helix in three-dimensional space the change of the
z-coordinate is proportional to s. The dip angle of helix is deﬁned as sin(dip) = dz/ds.
This model assumes a particle traversing a perfectly homogenous magnetic ﬁeld in the
vacuum. The magnetic ﬁeld in STAR is homogenous to about 1% and the average energy
loss of electrons in the detector material is about 2%, which gives only small deviations
from the helix track model.
503.4.2 Selection of e+- and e−-track candidates
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Figure 3.4: Schematic display of cut pa-
rameters in the xy-plane.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic display of cut pa-
rameters in the rz-plane.
In the ﬁrst step of the conversion ﬁnding electron- and positron-track candidates are
selected which may have their origin in a photon conversion. As shown in ﬁgures 3.4 and
3.5 the daughter tracks of the conversion come from a secondary vertex and therefore
do not point back to the main event vertex. Therefore the signed distance of closest
approach (SDCA) is required to be positive. The SDCA is deﬁned as the distance
between the main event vertex and the center of the circle parameterising the projection
of the helix into the xy-plane minus the radius of that circle. It is illustrated in ﬁgure 3.4,
where both tracks have a positive SDCA. For tracks with a large transverse momentum,
however, this cut is not useful, because the SDCA of the track becomes smaller than the
pointing resolution of the detector. Therefore this cut is only applied for particles with
a transverse momentum below 300 MeV/c. Figure 3.6 shows the SDCA distributions
for tracks from reconstructed conversions below 300 MeV/c, for which the cut will be
applied and for tracks in the transverse momentum region of 0.8−1 GeV/c. For particles
originating from the main event vertex this distribution has to peak at zero.
Because photons convert to electron-positron-pairs, a dE/dx cut is used to select positrons
and electrons. It requires the dE/dx value to be no more than 2 standard deviations
below and 4 standard deviations above the mean speciﬁc energy loss of electrons and
51positrons at the given momentum. The shape of the dE/dx distribution versus momen-
tum of the track originating from a photon conversion is shown in ﬁgure 3.7.
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of the signed distance of closest approach to the main event
vertex of tracks from conversions. The black solid line is the distribution for
tracks below 300 MeV/c transverse momentum, where the SDCA is required
to be positive and the red dashed line is for tracks in the range 0.8−1 GeV/c.
The second peak in the red dashed distribution at 2 is caused by the conver-
sions in the inner ﬁeld cage of the TPC.
There are more standard quality cuts applied, which require a minimum number of 12
hits in the TPC and a ratio of the found hits to the maximum possible hits for a track
of more than 55% to avoid double counting of split tracks. The radius of the track
curvature in the magnetic ﬁeld is required to be at least 15 cm.
3.4.3 Selection of photon conversions
In the next step photon conversion candidates are found by selecting pairs of electron-
and positron-track-candidates, which exhibit the topology of a photon conversion.
The conversion vertex is found by projecting both electron and positron tracks into
the xy-plane, where they are circles. If the centers of the two circles are   xa and   xb
and their radii ra and rb then the position of the conversion vertex   xc is deﬁned as
  xc = (  xarb+   xbra)/(ra+rb). This is always on the line connecting the two centers. If the
distance of the centers is larger than the sum of the radii, this is in between the circles
and otherwise in their overlap zone. The z coordinate of the conversion point is found
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Figure 3.7: The distribution of the speciﬁc energy loss in the TPC gas of originating
from reconstructed photon conversions normalized by the speciﬁc energy loss
calculated using the Bethe-Bloch-parametrisation for electrons is shown on
the left side. The vertical bands visible below 1 GeV/c momentum are the
contamination of the sample by charged π-, K-mesons and protons. On the
right side a projection of the whole distribution on the y-axis is shown for
electron candidates from photon candidates from data (black solid line) and
electron candidates from photon candidates from mixed events (red dashed
line).
by averaging the z coordinates of the two points on the tracks which are closest to the
deﬁned conversion point in the xy-plane.
The energy of the photon candidate is calculated by adding the energies of the two
daughter tracks. The energies of the two tracks are calculated from their momenta as-
suming they are electrons and positrons. The dip-angle component of the reconstructed
momentum vector is the average between the dip-angles of the two track helices. The
azimuthal component is perpendicular to the line connecting the two helix centers in
the xy-plane.
The selection criteria for photons are illustrated in ﬁgures 3.4 and 3.5 and the cut
oﬀ values are summarized in table 3.4. The following cuts are applied to the photon
conversion candidates:
The conversion vertex is required to be inside the cylindrical volume deﬁned by the TPC
outer ﬁeld cage (r < 200cm) and the readout planes (|z| < 200cm). Because there is
an uncertainty in the material in the SVT and SSD, conversions in the regions of the
53cut variable good range
e+/e−
SDCA > 0 or < −4
for pt < 0.3 GeV/c
dE/dx deviant > −2 and < 4
number of hits ≥ 12
hits / possible hits ≥ 0.55
track radius > 15 cm
ﬂag ≥ 1
photon
abs(conversion position z) < 200 cm
conversion position r > 10 and < 200 cm
abs(xy-dist) < 1.5 cm
abs(z-dist) < 1 cm
∆ dip < 0.035 rad
∆φ < 0.05 rad
dip diﬀerence < 0.03 rad
invariant mass < 100 MeV/c2
with only dip component
of opening angle < 12 MeV/c2
conversion position r abs(conversion position z)
photon < 20 cm < 22 cm
> 20 and < 40 cm < 40 cm
Table 3.4: Cuts used to select photon conversions are given in the upper table. ∆dip and
∆φ are the angles between the momentum reconstructed from the topology
and the vector pointing from the event vertex to the conversion vertex. For an
explanation of the cut parameters also look at ﬁgures 3.4 and 3.5. The lower
table lists the regions, where reconstructed photon conversions are rejected
due to the uncertainty in the geometry description.
support structures of both detectors are cut out. The precise regions cut out are given
in the lower part of table 3.4. A more detailed discussion on this issue is given in section
4.2.
To reduce the amount of combinatorial background, vertices in a cylindrical region
around the beam line (r < 10cm) are rejected, where the track density is very high.
At the conversion vertex the maximum distance of the two tracks in the xy-plane (xy-
dist) is limited to 1.5 cm and to 1 cm in the z direction (z-dist). The distribution of
both distances are shown in ﬁgure 3.8.
Because all photons of interest for this thesis come from the main event vertex, the
photon candidate is required to point back to the main vertex. This is ensured by
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Figure 3.8: The distance of the two circles representing the e+- and e−-tracks from a
photon conversion candidate in the xy-plane are shown on the left side. If
the distance is negative, both circles intersect. The distribution is asymmet-
ric because most charged tracks in an event originate from the main vertex.
If two of these tracks have a second point, where they approach close enough
to be accepted, then the circles must have a negative distance in the xy-
plane. On the right side the distance of the two tracks in z at the calculated
conversion vertex is shown. On both plots the distributions for photon can-
didates from data as well as the combinatorial background determined by a
mixed event method described in section 3.4.4 are shown.
applying two cuts on the angle between the momentum vector of the photon candidate
and the vector pointing from the main vertex to the conversion vertex of the photon.
The two cuts require the angle in the xy-plane, ∆φ, to be smaller than 0.05 rad and
the angle in the rz-plane, ∆dip, to be smaller than 0.035 rad. The distributions of both
angles are shown in ﬁgure 3.9.
One of the characteristics of photon conversions is the small opening angle and invariant
mass of the electron-positron-pair. Therefore a cut on the dip angle diﬀerence, dip diﬀ.
or αdip, between the two daughter tracks to be smaller than 0.03 is applied. In addition
the invariant mass Minv,dip = (E1 + E2)2 − (p2
1 + p2
2 + 2p1p2 cos(αdip)) calculated from
αdip and the track momenta is required to be smaller than 12 MeV/c2. If the two circles,
representing the projections of the tracks into the xy-plane, intersect, there is also a
well deﬁned opening angle at the crossing point in the xy-plane, αxy. In this case an
additional cut on the invariant mass calculated using both opening angle components,
Minv = (E1+E2)2−(p2
1+p2
2+2p1p2 cos(αdip)×cos(αxy)), is applied. It is a less restrictive
cut, because the opening angle resolution in the xy-plane is much worse than for the dip
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Figure 3.9: ∆φ (left) and ∆dip (right) are the two angles between the momentum of the
photon candidate and the vector pointing from the reconstructed conversion
vertex to the main event vertex in the xy-plane and the rz-plane respectively.
On both plots the distributions for photon candidates from data as well as the
combinatorial background determined by a mixed event method described
in section 3.4.4 are shown.
angle diﬀerence. The distribution of the angle diﬀerence and the invariant masses are
shown in ﬁgures 3.10 and 3.11.
3.4.4 Treatment of the combinatorial background
Due to the high particle multiplicities in heavy ion collisions, there is a signiﬁcant prob-
ability that two random tracks satisfy all the cuts for the conversion reconstruction,
although they do not originate from a photon conversion. To study the contribution
to the photon spectra by this combinatorial background, a mixed event technique was
used. After the photon reconstruction the azimuthal angle of all electron candidate
tracks was rotated by π while the positron candidate tracks were left unchanged and the
photon ﬁnding algorithm was run again. This way two tracks ending up close to each
other were clearly separated in the original event and therefore cannot originate from
the same photon conversion.
The mixed event spectra are reconstructed from the identical event sample that was
used for the reconstruction of the photon spectra. The comparison of the invariant mass
distribution of photon candidates in the combinatorial background from mixed events
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Figure 3.10: The distribution of the dip-angle diﬀerence of the two tracks originating
from a conversion candidate is shown on the left side. On the right side the
invariant mass of electron-positron-pairs from photon conversion candidates
calculated using only this component of the opening angel and assuming
that the opening angle in the xy-plane is zero is presented. On both plots the
distributions for photon candidates from data as well as the combinatorial
background determined by a mixed event method described in section 3.4.4
are shown.
(red dashed histogram) to the signal in real data (black solid histogram) is shown in
ﬁgure 3.12 on the left side for minimum bias Au+Au-collisions. The enhancement of
the data over the mixed events at low invariant mass is clearly visible, while at higher
masses both of them are in good agreement. Therefore no additional scaling factor is
applied to normalize the mixed event spectra to the data. The plot in ﬁgure 3.12 on the
right side shows the ratio of the combinatorial background from mixed events to real
data versus transverse momentum for four diﬀerent centralities (for a deﬁnition of the
centralities see section 5.1). In the most central bin, where the multiplicities of produced
particles are the highest, the contamination of the combinatorial background reaches up
to about 35% of the total reconstructed photon spectra at about 1.5 GeV/c transverse
momentum. To remove the combinatorial background from the photon spectra, the
mixed event spectra were subtracted.
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Figure 3.11: Invariant mass distribution of electron-positron-pairs from reconstructed
photon conversion candidates. The distribution is composed of two parts.
If the two tracks do not intersect in the xy-plane, the opening angle is solely
given by the dip-angle diﬀerence of the tracks and the distribution looks
like the one in ﬁgure 3.10 on the right side. If the tracks intersect in the
xy-plane, the opening angle is larger and causes the part of the invarinant
mass distribution above 12 MeV/c.
3.4.5 Overall eﬀect of the cuts on signal and background
All the cuts are applied to reduce the amount of combinatorial background without
reducing the signal too much. The cuts can be divided in two classes: The ﬁrst class are
the cuts used to select tracks based on quality criteria and dE/dx, which are all track
cuts listed in table 3.4 except for the SDCA cut. All photon cuts and the track SDCA
cut form the second class of cuts, which speciﬁcally select the topological properties of
a photon conversion.
To study the background suppression by the topological cuts, a set of 600 events is
analyzed using the mixed event method described in section 3.4.4 with all topological
cuts switched oﬀ. The accepted yield after the non-topological cuts is then compared
to the yield after all cuts in the full data set using the same mixed event method.
Both distributions are divided by the number of event used for each. The ratio of the
distribution after all cuts to the one after only the non-topological cuts is shown in ﬁgure
3.13 on the left side for minimum bias Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV. This plot
shows that the background is suppressed by a factor of more than 104 for transverse
momenta below 1 GeV/c and up to 106 above 4 GeV/c.
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Figure 3.12: On the left side the invariant mass spectrum of e+-e−-pairs assuming that
the opening angle in the xy-plane is zero is shown. The black solid histogram
is from normal data, the red dashed one from mixed events, in which all
negative electron candidates have been rotated by π. The black dotted line
illustrates the cut value on this invariant mass at 12 MeV/c2. On the right
is the ratio of the combinatorial background from the mixed event method
to the signal from real data versus transverse momentum. This is shown
for four diﬀerent centralities (for deﬁnition see section 5.1).
The amount of real photons cut out is estimated using a set of simulated events using
a Monte Carlo method. The method is described more in detail in chapter 4. This
signal eﬃciency of the topological cuts versus transverse momentum is shown in ﬁgure
3.13. This is the ratio of the photons surviving all cuts to all photons surviving the
non-topological cuts. Above 1 GeV/c half of the signal is cut away independently of the
transverse momentum. Below 1 GeV/c a larger fraction of the signal is lost.
It should be mentioned that the simulated event set does not include a proper simulation
of the dE/dx and therefore this cut is not applied on the simulated events. This issue is
explained in more detail in chapter 4.5.
3.5 Reconstruction of the π0-meson yield
The main decay channel of the π0-meson is π0 → 2γ (see ﬁgure 3.14) with a branching
ratio of 98.798% and a mean life time of τ = 8.4 ± 0.6−17s [H+02]. Because of this very
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Figure 3.13: Background suppression (left) and signal eﬃciency (right) of the topological
cuts versus transverse momentum in minimum bias Au+Au-collisions at √
sNN = 62 GeV.
short life time the π0-meson travels only a very short distance before decaying. Therefore
the reconstruction of a secondary π0-vertex and thus a topological identiﬁcation is not
possible with the STAR experiment and the decay products can safely be assumed to
come from the main event vertex. The photon measurement technique, as explained in
the previous section, is designed to measure photons coming from the main event vertex.
The π0-yield can then be extracted by plotting the invariant mass distribution of pairs
of these photons, which is shown in ﬁgure 3.15. The peak at 135 MeV/c2, the invariant
mass of the π0, is clearly visible.
The contribution of the combinatorial background has been studied using a mixed event
technique: In addition to the spectra of the two-photon invariant mass, the spectra
of the invariant mass of the same two-photon-pairs have been created after one of the
photons has been rotated by π in azimuth. The mixed event background is normalized
in the invariant mass region from 200 to 700 MeV/c2. In ﬁgure 3.15 on the left side the
mixed event spectrum (black crosses) is compared to the spectrum from real data (red
squares). Where the normal invariant mass spectra show the peak at the π0-mass, the
mixed event spectra just show a smooth continuation of the shape of the combinatorial
background from below to above the region of the peak. Figure 3.15 on the right side
shows the invariant mass spectrum after subtraction of the mixed event background.
Three methods were tested to extract the π0-yield in transverse momentum bins:
1. Integration of the invariant mass histograms
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Figure 3.14: Schematic display of a π0-meson decaying into two photons, which both
convert and thus produce a total of 4 charged particle tracks. In reality the
path length of the π0-meson is much shorter than indicated here due to the
very short life time.
2. Fit by a gaussian plus a polynomial
3. Fit by the peak shape from simulation plus a polynomial
For the ﬁrst method the mixed event background is subtracted from the invariant mass
spectra and the number of entries in the peak region of the histogram is counted. The
signal is integrated from 100 to 170 MeV/c2. To take into account the ﬁnite amount of
remaining combinatorial background, the subtracted spectra are also integrated from 65
to 100 MeV/c2 and from 170 to 205 MeV/c2 and the result of these two integrations is
subtracted from the one in the peak region. This aﬀects the measured π0-yield by up to
10%. The statistical uncertainty is calculated from the statistical errors of the bins in
the invariant mass histogram.
For the second method the invariant mass spectra are ﬁt with a gaussian for the peak plus
a polynomial for the combinatorial background. The free parameters of the gaussian are
the mean, the width and the integral. A second order polynomial is used for background
ﬁts up to 1.5 GeV/c transverse momentum, above that a linear ﬁt. Above 2.6 GeV/c
the peak position and width are ﬁxed to 133 MeV/c2 and 8 MeV/c2 respectively. These
restrictions at high transverse momenta are necessary because the limited statistics is not
suﬃcient to constrain a ﬁt with a large number of free parameters. For lower transverse
momenta, the ﬁtted values for mass and width are shown in ﬁgure 3.17. An example for
a ﬁt is shown in ﬁgure 3.16 for the transverse momentum range from 1.2 to 1.3 GeV/c.
MINUIT, which is available in the TMinuit class in the ROOT analysis framework
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Figure 3.15: On the left side the invariant mass distribution of 2-photon-pairs in min-
imum bias Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV is shown (red squares).
A clear peak at the π0-mass of 135 MeV/c2 is visible. The mixed event
spectrum (black crosses) is shown for comparison and matches the distri-
bution nicely outside the region of the peak. After subtraction of the mixed
event spectrum, the invariant mass spectrum is ﬂat in the region around
the π0-peak (right side).
[ROO], was used as the ﬁtting routine with the MIGRAD algorithm as minimizer and
Ξ2 minimization. The uncertainties on the ﬁtted parameters reported by this ﬁtting
algorithm were used as statistical errors.
For the third method the shape of the peak is determined by the distribution of recon-
structed π0-masses from simulated π0-mesons. The peak shape is determined separately
for each transverse momentum bin. The invariant mass histogram is then ﬁt by the peak
taken from simulation times a factor as the free parameter plus a polynomial background
of the same order as used in the second method. The statistical errors are taken from
the ﬁtting routine, which was the same as used for the second method. Figure 3.16 also
shows a ﬁt using this method.
The comparison of the yields versus transverse momentum extracted using the three
methods is shown in ﬁgure 3.18. The results diﬀer by up to 10%, which is an estimate
of the systematic error on the π0-spectra due to the procedures used for the extraction
of the π0-yield.
The statistical uncertainties for the second and third method are of similar size, while
the errors of the ﬁrst method are the largest. The second method needs a reduction
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Figure 3.16: The invariant mass spectrum in minimum bias Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN =
62 GeV with a transverse momentum in the range of 1.2 − 1.3 GeV/c is
shown (red squares). The line is a gaussian ﬁt plus polynomial background.
The black circles show the ﬁt by the peak shape from simulation plus a
polynomial background.
of free parameters at high transverse momenta, because of the limited statistics. The
third method suﬀers from the low reconstruction eﬃciency of π0-mesons at low transverse
momenta. This results in a larger uncertainty on the peak shape. Therefore the preferred
method is the third one at high and the second at low transverse momenta. All π0-
spectra in this thesis are a combination of spectra obtained using methods 2 and 3.
Below 1.6 GeV/c method 2 and above method 3 was used.
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Figure 3.17: The ﬁtted invariant mass of the π0-peak is shown on the left side. The red
solid line is a constant ﬁt to the masses over all transverse momentum bins
and is 133 MeV/c2. This is about 2 MeV/c2 below the π0-mass, which is
indicated by the black dashed line. The plot on the right side shows the
width of the peak, when ﬁtted by a gaussian. Both plots are for minimum
bias Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV.
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Figure 3.18: Results from the three diﬀerent methods used to extract the yield from the
invariant mass histograms are shown on the left side: Integrating the in-
variant mass histograms after background subtraction (red squares), ﬁtting
the histograms by a gaussian plus polynomial background (blue triangles)
and ﬁtting the histograms by a peak shape from simulation plus polyno-
mial background (black circles). For better comparions the ﬁrst and the
third method results are divided by the second method results and are
shown on the right side (same color coding). Within statistical errors they
are in agreement, but there appears to be a systematic diﬀerence of up
to 10%. The plots show data from minimum bias Au+Au-collisions at √
sNN = 62 GeV.
65664 Eﬃciency and acceptance correction
67The analysis procedure described in chapter 3 provides distributions of photons and
π0-mesons in phase space, which are subject to ineﬃciencies and acceptance losses. To
deduce the true number of photons and π0-mesons produced, the corresponding losses
have to be calculated. This is the subject of this chapter.
4.1 The photon- and π0-embedding process
Corrections for the limited acceptance and detection eﬃciency were determined using
multi step Monte Carlo method: In the ﬁrst step the main vertex position of a real
data event is taken. At this position photons or π0-mesons and their decay producs are
created and tracked through the detector material using STAF, a GEANT based detector
simulator for STAR [GST, GEA]. While a photon is tracked, its conversion probability
in the traversed material is calculated and it can convert accordingly. The daughter
particles are tracked as well including the possible eﬀects of the detector material on
them.
In a second step the eﬀect of the tracked particles on the detectors is simulated. For
the TPC the energy loss and ionization in the TPC gas along the trajectories of charged
particles and the drift of the free electrons to the readout plane are simulated using a
detector response simulator. The electronic signals produced in the readout planes are
then added to the real event. The resulting composite event is reconstructed.
In this process coordinates, where the tracks ionized the gas, are stored. The are referred
to as Monte Carlo hits.
The reconstructed tracks are matched to the Monte Carlo tracks using the StAsscocia-
tionMaker. The matching algorithms are based on hits: Monte Carlo hits are created
at the positions, where the Monte Carlo tracks ionize the TPC gas. From the electronic
read out signals hits are reconstructed, which then correspond to a Monte Carlo hit or
an ionization in real data. There are two diﬀerent algorithms to match reconstructed
hits to Monte Carlo hits: One is based on the spacial proximity of both hits, the other
one uses labels. These labels indicate for each reconstructed hit, which Monte Carlo
hit contributed to to the read out signals it was reconstructed from. To match a recon-
structed track to a Monte Carlo track at least 75% of the hits on the reconstructed track
are required to be common hits with the Monte Carlo track. A reconstructed photon
conversion is matched to a Monte Carlo photon conversion if both reconstructed daugh-
ter tracks are matched to both Monte Carlo daughter tracks coming from the conversion.
A π0-meson is matched if both daughter photons are matched.
The track and photon cuts used in the standard analysis are applied to all reconstructed
photons, which are matched to simulated photons. An exception is the dE/dx-cut as ex-
plained in 4.5. The detection eﬃciency for a photon is then the number of reconstructed
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Figure 4.1: On the left side the distribution of the number of ﬁt points on a track recon-
structed as a positron daughter of a conversion in minimum bias Au+Au-
collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV is shown by the black squares. The red circles
show the same distribution for reconstructed tracks, which were associated
to a simulated positron daughter from a conversion. On the right side the
comparison for the signed distance of closest approach to the main vertex
for electrons from the same photons is shown.
photons, which are matched to simulated photons and satisfy the cuts, divided by the
number of simulated photons:
eﬀdet(y,pt) =
ndet(y,pt)
nmc(y,pt)
(4.1)
The conversion probability of a photon traversing the STAR detector before leaving the
TPC is only of the order of 5 − 10%. This results in the probability of both photons
coming from a π0-decay to convert to be of the order of 0.25 − 1%. Because a non-
converted photon cannot be reconstructed, it is possible to factorize the photon detection
eﬃciency into a conversion probability and a reconstruction eﬃciency. The same is
true for the π0 eﬃciency because as soon as one daughter photon does not convert,
the reconstruction of the π0 is impossible. While non-converted photons don not add
to charged particle multiplicity in the TPC, π0-mesons with one converted daughter
photon do so. Because they are about 20−40 times more abundant than the π0-mesons
with both daughter photons converted, they result in 10−20 times more charged tracks.
Because the reconstruction of an event takes much more computing resources than the
simulation in STAF, simulated particles, which cannot be fully reconstructed, should
69not be processes by the event reconstruction. This is accomplished by a ﬁlter applied on
the STAF level, which passes only converted photons or π0-mesons with both daughter
photons converted on to the event reconstruction. The ﬁlter also stops all tracking
if the photon reaches the outer walls of the TPC. The phase space distributions of all
particles simulated and all particles passing the ﬁlter are used to calculate the conversion
probability of photons and π0-mesons as function of rapidity and transverse momentum.
The reconstructed events, containing only information about particles passing the ﬁlter,
are used to determine the reconstruction eﬃciency of converted photons and π0-mesons
with both daughters converted.
4.1.1 Number and distribution of embedded particles
Because the reconstruction eﬃciency of a single track depends on the track multiplicity
in the event, the number of embedded tracks per event should be limited. One simulated
π0-meson was embedded in every real event plus one for each 80 tracks reconstructed in
an event. The same was done for photons by embedding one photon plus one for each
40 tracks in the event. This way the contribution of charged Monte Carlo tracks to the
event is kept below 10% for events with more than 80 tracks for π0 embedding and 40
tracks for photon embedding. The shape of the embedded particle distributions were
ﬂat in transverse momentum and rapdity.
4.2 Missing material in the geometry description in
simulations
The accurate simulation of the conversion probability depends on an accurate description
of the material in the detectors up to the outer ﬁeld cage of the TPC. As shown in
equation 3.1, the radiation length of a material depends on the square of the nuclear
charge. Therefore it is not suﬃcient to know about the position, mass and density of
the material, but also which elements it is composed of. The geometry description of
the TPC gas is very accurate because it is a large volume of a homogenous material.
In contrast the SVT and SSD have a very complex geometry with their silicon ladders,
support structure and readout electronics. Therefore the description in the simulation
is necessarily less accurate.
The accuracy of the geometry description can be studied for the material in a given
detector or detector component det. The number of conversions ndet in this material is
divided by the number of conversions in the TPC gas ngas in the radius range from 60
to 100 cm. Figure 4.2 shows the comparison of data and Monte Carlo after dividing
each by the number of conversions in the TPC gas. A deﬁciency of conversions at the
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Figure 4.2: The number of conversions versus the radius is shown in central Au+Au-
collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV (black solid line). This is compared to the
number of conversions versus the radius from embedding in the same data set
(red dotted line). Both distribution were divided by the number of conversion
between 60 and 100 cm radius.
radii, where the SVT and SSD sit, in the simulation compared to data is clearly visible.
There appear to be slightly more conversions in the inner ﬁeld cage in simulation than
in real data.
To see, where material is missing in the z direction, the ratio ndet/ngas was drawn versus
z. Is is shown for the SVT in ﬁgure 4.3 on the left side. Conversions in the SVT were
selected by requiring the radius of the conversion to be 10 <r< 20 cm To get a more
detailed view on what is missing, the following double ratio is taken:
geomaccdet =
ndet,mc
ngas,mc
ndet,data
ngas,data
(4.2)
The ratio for conversions in the SVT volume versus z is shown in ﬁgure 4.3 on the right
side. This ratio clearly exhibits some missing material in the region of 12.5 < |z| < 30 cm
(labeled B and C) relative to the regions in between these holes (A and D). But even
for the regions A and D the ratio is not equal to one indicating missing material in the
simulation geometry description.
Comparisons as for the SVT were also made for the SSD (20 < r < 40 cm) and the
inner ﬁeld cage of the TPC (40 < r < 55 cm). The simulation diﬀer from the data in
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Figure 4.3: The comparison of the number of conversions in the SVT after dividing by
the number of conversions in the radius range from 60 to 100 cm for data
(black solid) and Monte Carlo simulations (red dashed) is shown on the left
side. It is obvious that the number of conversions in the simulations is a
lot smaller than the number of conversions in the data. At a distance of
more than 38 cm from the center of the detector both distributions start to
agree a lot better. On the right side is the ratio of the number of conversions
in the SVT in Monte Carlo to data after normalization to the number of
conversions in the TPC gas.
the inner ﬁeld cage by about 11%. The discrepancies in the SSD are of similar size as
for the SVT, but do not exhibit a pronounced z-dependence as shown for the SVT.
To reduce the size of the systematic error only conversions in the z-areas of the ladder
volumes are used, where the amount of material is relatively well known and rather
homogenous. This corresponds to conversions with |z| < 22 cm at the SVT radius
range 10 < |z| < 20 cm and to |z| < 40 cm at the SSD radius range 20 < |z| <
40 cm. To correct for the discrepancies discussed above correction factors were applied:
A reconstructed photon, which was associated to a simulated photon and converted in
one of these volumes, is weighted with the factors given in table 4.1. The correction
factors for the SVT holes visible in ﬁgure 4.3 on the right side in region B and C were
derived by average over region B and C and dividing them by the the average over region
A. The correction factor for region B was only applied for the π0-embedding because the
missing material, too short read-out-boards, have been identiﬁed and corrected before
the photon embedding was run. The global correction factors for the SVT, SSD and
inner ﬁeld cage are determined by averaging over the remaining z-independent oﬀset, for
the SVT and SSD restricted to the z-regions, |z| < 30 cm and |z| < 45 cm respectively.
72Photon embedding
detector conv. radius conv. z corr. factor
SVT 10cm< r < 20cm 24cm< |z| < 30cm 2
|z| < 30cm 1.41
SSD 20cm< r < 40cm |z| < 45cm 1.33
Inner Field cage 40cm< r < 55cm |z| < 200cm 1.11
π0embedding
detector conv. radius conv. z corr. factor
SVT 10cm< r < 20cm 12.5cm < |z| < 22.5cm 1.6
24cm< |z| < 30cm 2
|z| < 30cm 1.41
SSD 20cm< r < 40cm |z| < 45cm 1.33
Inner Field cage 40cm< r < 55cm |z| < 200cm 1.11
Table 4.1: If a conversion from simulation was reconstructed in one or more of these
volumes, it was weighted by the product of the volumes weights. The ﬁrst
table is applied for photon- and the second for π0-embedding. Before the
photon embedding was run, the missing material relating to this correction
has been identiﬁed and added to the geometry description.
The average was done using the ratios versus transverse momentum.
To estimate the uncertainty on the correction, the ratios for all nomalized volumes
together versus transverse momentum are plotted for diﬀerent centralities and rapditiy
ranges. The comparison is shown in ﬁgure 4.4. The observed ratios diﬀer by up to 10%,
when averaged over transverse momentum. This is taken as the systematic error.
4.3 Photon matching eﬃciency
To determine the eﬃciency of the algorithm matching a reconstructed photon to a Monte
Carlo photon, a set of Monte Carlo events containing only simulated photons is used. All
tracks in these events originate from photon conversions. The charged track multiplicity
in this set of events is comparable to the one in 20 − 40% central Au + Au-collisions at √
sNN = 62 GeV. The number of simulated photons, which have a reconstructed photon
matched, is compared to the number of all reconstructed photons after mixed event
background subtraction. The ratio giving the matching eﬃciency is shown in Figure
4.5. The matching eﬃciency is better than 90% above a photon transverse momentum
of 0.5 GeV/c. The measured ratio was used to correct the reconstruction eﬃciency.
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Figure 4.4: Ratio of the number of conversions in the radius range of 10 <r< 55 cm
after application of the geometry correction to the number of conversions
in the TPC gas at 60 <r< 100 cm. To estimate the systematic errors two
diﬀerent collisions centralities (for deﬁnition see section 5.1) and two diﬀerent
rapidity ranges were used. The largest average deviation from unity is below
10% when averaging over transverse momentum.
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Figure 4.5: Eﬃciency of the photon matching algorithm.
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Figure 4.6: This plot shows the comparison of the position (left) and width (right) of
the ﬁt to the π0-peak in data (red circles) and simulation (black squares) for
minimum bias Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV.
4.4 Momentum resolution and energy loss correction
While the particles traverse the detectors, their momentum is changed by collisions with
the material. This results in a systematic energy loss of the particles as well as a random
change of direction. In addition to the uncertainty caused by scattering the resolution
of the detectors is also limited. This increases the measured yield at a ﬁxed transverse
momentum in exponentially shaped spectra. The energy loss shifts the spectra to a
lower transverse momentum. Both eﬀects work in opposite direction, but do not cancel
each other completely and therefore need to be taken into account.
In the Monte Carlo simulations both eﬀects have been incorporated. To see whether
they are reproduced correctly, the position and width of the π0-peak can be compared
in data and simulation. Figure 4.6 shows the position and width of the peaks in data and
simulation, which were both ﬁtted by a gaussian. In simulation the peak position comes
out about 1 MeV/c2 below the π0-mass independent of transverse momentum. For data
the observed mass is about 2 MeV/c2 low. The transverse momentum dependence of
the peak shape is similar for both of them, but on average the width in simulation is
smaller than in data.
This can be explained by the missing material in the geometry description, because there
is less material oﬀ which the particles scatter.
75To correct for these eﬀects to the extend they are accounted for in simulation, the
eﬃciency is not simply calculated as the ratio of simulated particles with a matched
reconstructed particle over all simulated particles. Rather the number of reconstructed
particles in a phase space bin, which were associated to simulated particles, are divided
by all simulated particles in that phase space bin. A reconstructed particle may then
end up in a diﬀerent phase space bin than the simulated particle it is associated to.
Therefore the statistical errors are not binomial.
Because the overall eﬀect of the momentum smearing depends on the shape of the
spectrum, it is important to take into account the diﬀerent spectral shapes in data and
simulation. This is also important if the eﬃciency changes strongly over the range of
a single phase space bin. The rapidity dependence of the spectra is ﬂat in simulation
and data near the center of mass where the data is taken. The transverse momentum
dependence, however, in data is steeply falling in data and ﬂat in simulation. To correct
for this diﬀerence the spectra in simulation were re-weighted with a powerlaw ﬁt to
the corrected spectra from data. Because eﬃciency corrections are necessary to obtain
corrected spectra this procedure is iterative. This re-weighting is also useful at low
transverse momentum
4.5 dE/dx cut correction
The detector response simulator for the TPC calculates from the energy deposited by a
Monte Carlo track traversing the TPC gas the signal, which is induced in the pads on the
read out plane and read out by the electronics. While this is qualitatively done correctly
the absolute normalization of the simulated signal is not reliable. Therefore the dE/dx
cut used for data analysis is not applied to tracks, which were matched to Monte Carlo
tracks. Leaving out this one cut results in a higher reconstruction eﬃciency in simulation
than in data. The cut in the data is applied on the dE/dx deviant, which is the deviation
of the dE/dx value from the Bethe-Bloch-Value for a certain momentum in units of sigma
of the distribution. Therefore the shape of this distribution is largely independent of the
momentum of the positron or electron. Figure 4.7 on the left side shows the distribution
of the dE/dx deviant for data (black solid line) and mixed events (red dashed line). The
mixed event distribution is similar to the overall dE/dx distribution in events, where the
positron or electron peak is only a small bump on the tail of the charged π-meson peak
sitting to the left of this histogram. To estimate the amount of photons lost in data due
to that cut, the distribution of the dE/dx deviant has been plotted after all cuts have
been applied and the mixed event background has been subtracted. It can be nicely
ﬁtted by a gaussian from -2. to 2 as shown in ﬁgure 4.7. This range was chosen to avoid
the tails of the distribution, where the contamination by other charged particles is of
similar size as the electron or positron signal. Assuming a gaussian shape for the whole
distribution the fraction of photons surviving the cut is estimated to be 99% for single
e+ and e− tracks. This means 98.01% for a photon and 96.06% for a π0-meson. The
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Figure 4.7: On the left the distribution of the dE/dx deviant is shown for positrons from
reconstructed conversions in real data (black solid line) and mixed events (red
dashed line). The left plot shows a gaussian ﬁt to the peak in the distribution
of the same positron dE/dx deviant after subtraction of the combinatorial
background.
dependence of theses factors on the photon transverse momentum was studied and found
not to be statistically signiﬁcant. Therefore the factors are multiplied to the eﬃciency
correction independently of rapidity and transverse momentum.
4.6 Estimate of systematic uncertainties
Because the embedding procedure is never completely accurate, the systematic uncer-
tainties due to diﬀerences between the simulation and real data have to be studied.
4.6.1 Uncertainty in the geometry correction
As it is shown in section 4.2 an apparent discrepancy of about 30% between the radiation
length of the SVT and SSD in data and simulation is observed. While a correction has
been applied by re-weighting the conversion in simulation in the SVT and SSD region,
this correction is not perfect. Because most photon conversions happen in the material
of these two detectors, the uncertainty in this correction aﬀects the overall detection
eﬃciency at the same order. The overall uncertainty on the photon eﬃciency is estimated
77to be 10% and on the π0-eﬃciency 20%.
4.6.2 Other uncertainties in the embedding procedure
cut variable def. cut var. 1 var. 2 #
e+/e−
number of hits ≥ 12 ≥ 18 ≥ 6 1
hits / possible hits ≥ 0.55 ≥ 0.65 ≥ 0.45 2
photon
abs(xy-dist) < 1.5 < 0.75 < 2 cm 3
abs(z-dist) < 1 < 0.7 < 1.5 cm 4
∆ dip < 0.035 < 0.02 < 0.1 rad 5
∆φ < 0.05 < 0.03 < 0.07 rad 6
dip diﬀerence < 0.03 < 0.02 < 0.04 rad 7
with only dip
component
of opening angle < 12 < 6 < 50 MeV/c2 8
Table 4.2: Default cuts and two variations used to study the systematic uncertainty of
the embedding procedure. Each cut was varied independent of the others.
To estimate the accuracy of the reconstruction eﬃciency for a photon conversion, the
dependence of the ﬁnal photon- and π0-spectra on the variation of the cuts was studied.
In addition a kinematic cut requiring each of the daughter particles to carry at most
75% of the photon energy was tested (cut variation #9). To study the sensitivity of the
selected threshold requiring 75% of common points for a simulated and a reconstructed
track to be matched, this was also varied to 50% and 90% (cut variation #10). The
other cuts were varied as shown in table 4.2.
The ﬁnal spectra are reconstructed for each of the cut sets and divided by the standard
cut set to make the diﬀerences visible. The resulting ratios are shown in ﬁgure 4.8. The
largest observed diﬀerences below 4 GeV/c transverse momentum are below 5%, when
averaged over transverse momentum. This is taken as the systematic uncertainty of the
photon reconstruction eﬃciency. For the systematic uncertainties in the π0-eﬃciencies
there is one more cut tested, which restricts theThe same procedure was applied to the
π0-embedding and resulted in a systematic uncertainty of about 10%. Those ratios are
shown in 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Variations of the cuts as given in table 4.2. The plots show the ratios of the
photon spectra with the varied cuts to the photon spectra with the standard
cuts. All plots are from minimum bias Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV
and a rapidity range |y| < 0.5.
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Figure 4.9: Variations of the cuts as given in table 4.2. The plots show the ratios of the
π0-spectra with the varied cuts to the π0-spectra with the standard cuts. All
plots are from minimum bias Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV and a
rapidity range |y| < 0.5.
805 Results
815.1 Data set
The data used for the analysis was taken in the RHIC run 4 at the energy of
√
sNN =
62 GeV. Two diﬀerent triggers were used to select events. One of them was a minimum
bias trigger requiring both ZDCs to be above threshold. This trigger selects a large
fraction of the inelastic events, but is ineﬃcient for very central collisions, where only
very few spectator neutrons reach the ZDCs. Therefore an additional central trigger was
applied to catch those central events lost by the minimum bias trigger. It required a
coincidence of both BBCs and a vertex position in the range of ±100 cm from the the
BBC timing diﬀerence. After run number 5086037 the trigger setup was modiﬁed. For
the remainder of the data taking period the minimum bias trigger was extended with
the requirement to have the CTB sum of at least 15 and the vertex position from the
ZDC timing diﬀerence to be in the range of ±50 cm. The central trigger then required
in addition a CTB sum of at least 10000 and a BBC vertex in the range of ±50 cm.
Of the events satisfying at least one of these four triggers all those are selected for the
analysis, which have a main event vertex reconstructed by extrapolating tracks in the
TPC back to the beam line. The position of this vertex has to be at most 4 cm in the
radius and ±30 cm in the z coordinate.
centrality % of inel. reference number of number of
cross section multiplicity events binary collisions
1 40 − 80 9 − 101 3,174,862 50
+11
−12
2 20 − 40 102 − 221 1,585,198 257
+37
−35
3 10 − 20 222 − 312 780,195 512
+55
−48
4 0 − 10 313 − ∞ 793,977 809
+65
−59
min. bias 0 − 80 9 − ∞ 6,334,232 252
+28
−27
Table 5.1: Centrality deﬁnition and the number of events available in each centrality bin
in the data set. Also given are the number of binary nucleon-nucleon-collisions
for each centrality bin in Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV determined by
Glauber calculations [Gon06, Mil03].
The data set is divided into four diﬀerent centrality event classes based on the reference
multiplicity, which is the number of primary tracks with at least 10 ﬁt points in the TPC
within |η| < 0.5. The multiplicity cut for the four centrality bins and minimum bias
collisions are listed in table 5.1. The table also shows the number of binary nucleon-
nucleon-collisions occuring in a heavy ion collision at the given centrality. These numbers
were obtained from Glauber calculations [Gon06]. A more detailed explanation, how
these calculations were done, is given in [Mil03], appendix E.
825.2 Inclusive photons
5.2.1 Photon detection eﬃciency
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Figure 5.1: The photon detection eﬃciency versus transverse momentum (left) and ra-
pidity (right) of the photon is shown in minimum bias Au+Au-collisions at √
sNN = 62 GeV. The errors on both plots are statistical only.
The photon detection eﬃciency is determined using the embedding method and all cor-
rections described in chapter 4. The probability for a photon to convert before reaching
the sensitive gas volume of the TPC is on average below 10%. While this probability
only slightly depends on the energy of the photon, the tracking eﬃciency of the daugh-
ters depends strongly on their transverse momentum. This results in a rapid decrease in
reconstruction eﬃciency of a converted photon towards low transverse momenta. The
overall shape of the photon detection eﬃciency versus transverse momentum is shown
in ﬁgure 5.1 on the left side.
The conversion probability of a photon in STAR is mainly dependent on the dip-angle as
deﬁned in section 2.2.1. The amount of material traversed before reaching the sensitive
gas of the TPC is roughly proportional to the path length, which is proportional to
the tangent of the dip-angle. Tracks with |dip| > .7 rad can hit the end-cap of the
TPC barrel and therefore no longer traverse the full diameter of the TPC. This results
in less than the maximum number of possible TPC points on these tracks and thus a
reduced reconstruction eﬃciency. Because for mass-less particles the dip-angle is directly
correlated with the rapidity, the photon detection eﬃciency can then be plotted versus
rapidity as shown in ﬁgure 5.1 on the right side.
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Figure 5.2: Photon detection eﬃciency versus transverse momentum (left) and rapid-
ity (right) of the photon for Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV at four
diﬀerent centralities. The errors are statistical only.
Figure 5.2 shows the transverse momentum and rapidity dependence of the photon
detection eﬃciency for the four centrality selections used in this analysis. For the most
central selection the eﬃciency is about 20% lower than for the most peripheral one. This
is attributed to the higher track density in the TPC in central collisions. Therefore the
track-ﬁnding eﬃciency is reduced and thus the photon detection eﬃciency. This also
shows that it is important to calculate the eﬃciency centrality dependent.
5.2.2 Inclusive photon spectra
The inclusive photon spectrum versus transverse momentum after all corrections is
shown for minimum bias collisions in ﬁgure 5.3 on the left side. The spectra start
at 200 MeV/c and extend to about 5 GeV/c. The shape of the spectrum can be ﬁtted
by a power law function. In addition to the shown statistical errors there is a systematic
uncertainty of 10% due to uncertainty in the geometry description and 5% due to the
embedding procedure.
The rapidity dependence of inclusive photon spectra in minimum bias collisions is shown
in ﬁgure 5.3 on the right side. A cut for transverse momenta below 0.5 GeV/c is made
to avoid the phase space region, where the photon reconstruction eﬃciency is very small
and strongly dependent on rapidity. The resulting photon spectrum shows no systematic
variation with rapidity. The shape also seems to stay constant when looking at the
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Figure 5.3: Inclusive photon spectra in minimum bias Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN =
62 GeV versus transverse momentum (left) and rapidity (right). The lines
are a powerlaw ﬁt powerlaw ﬁt to the transverse momentum spectra and
a constant ﬁt to the rapidity spectra. The errors are statistical only. The
systematic uncertainties are summarized in section 5.6.
rapidity spectra for diﬀerent centralities in ﬁgure 5.4 on the right side.
In ﬁgure 5.4 photon spectra for four diﬀerent centrality selections are shown versus
transverse momentum and rapidity. To get a better comparison of the spectra at the
diﬀerent centralities, RCP is used, which is basically the particle yield produced in a heavy
ion collision at a given centrality relative to the particle yield in peripheral collisions. It
is deﬁned as
RCP =
nbin,peripheral
nbin,central
×
dN2
central/dptdy
dN2
peripheral/dptdy
(5.1)
nbin,cent and nbin,peripheral are the number of binary nucleon-nucleon-collisions in a nucleus-
nucleus-collision at the centrality and in peripheral collisions respectively. They are listed
in table 5.1. This normalization is done to take into account the purely geometrical
eﬀects due to the diﬀerent system sizes at diﬀerent centralities. Because hard scattering
processes are expected to scale with the number of binary collisions, this scaling is
mainly used for the analysis of particle production at high transverse momentum. At
low transverse momentum particle production in heavy ion collisions is dominated by the
medium. Therefore diﬀerent scaling methods like the number of nucleons participating
in the collisions are commonly used there. For this analysis binary collision scaling is
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Figure 5.4: Inclusive photon spectra for 4 diﬀerent centrality selections versus transverse
momentum (left) and rapidiy (right). The lines are powerlaw ﬁts to the
transverse momentum spectra and constants to the rapidity spectra. The
errors are statistical only. The systematic uncertainties are summarized in
section 5.6.
used, because the spectra extend up to 4 GeV/c, where the application of this scaling
is common.
Technically the ratio is calculated by ﬁtting a power law function
f(pt) = 2πa(1 +
pt
b
)
−1c (5.2)
to the spectrum in the peripheral bin. The parameters of the power law function are
a = 72±1.3, b = 1.3±0.16, c = 11.7±0.51. The spectra in all four centrality selections
are divided by this ﬁt and then scaled by the number of binary collisions as in equation
5.1. The resulting ratios are shown in ﬁgure 5.5 on the left side.
The plot shows the suppression getting gradually stronger for the collisions getting more
central. For the most central bin the suppression factor is between 0.5 and 0.7. As
most of the photons come from π0-decays this factor should roughly reﬂect the RCP for
π0-mesons.
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Figure 5.5: The central to peripheral ratio, RCP of inclusive photon spectra is shown.
The ratio has been obtained by ﬁtting the most peripheral bin with a power
law ﬁt and dividing the spectra in all centrality bins by that ﬁt. The ratio for
the most peripheral bin is also shown to give an illustration of the uncertainty.
5.3 π0-mesons
5.3.1 π0 detection eﬃciency
Figure 5.6 on the left side shows the π0-detection eﬃciency for minimum bias Au+Au-
collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV. It is to ﬁrst order given by the square of the photon
eﬃciency and thus exhibits qualitatively the same shape: It is very low for low transverse
momenta and rises with increasing transverse momentum of the π0-meson. The rise is
slower than for the photon eﬃciency because the π0 momentum is split up on the two
daughter photons. Because the two daughter photons usually split the π0-momentum
asymmetrically and ﬂy in diﬀerent directions, the π0 detection eﬃciency is not exactly
the square of the photon detection eﬃciency.
Because of the strong transverse momentum dependence of the π0-detection eﬃciency a
lot of statistics in simulation is necessary to determine the eﬃciency for low transverse
momenta.
On the right side on ﬁgure 5.6 the π0-detection eﬃciency is shown for four diﬀerent
centrality selections. The centrality dependence of the π0-detection eﬃciency is much
stronger for low than for high transverse momenta.
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Figure 5.6: Detection eﬃciency for π0-mesons with |y| < 0.5 versus transverse momen-
tum. On the left side the eﬃciency is shown for minimum bias Au+Au-
collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV, while on the right side four diﬀerent centralities
are selected. The errors are statistical only.
5.3.2 π0-spectra
The fully corrected π0-spectrum versus transverse momentum for minimum bias Au+Au-
collisions is shown in ﬁgure 5.7 on the left side. The reconstructed spectrum starts at
0.5 GeV/c transverse momentum and reaches up to 5 GeV/c. To the high end of the
spectrum the measurement is limited by the available statistics in the data set.
The transverse momentum spectra of π0-mesons for four diﬀerent centrality selections
are shown in ﬁgure 5.7 on the right side. The reduced coverage in transverse momentum
compared to the minimum bias spectra is due to the lower statistics available, when
dividing the data set into diﬀerent centrality bins. To study the centrality dependence
in more detail the π0-RCP as deﬁned in equation 5.1 is shown in ﬁgure 5.8. Even
though scaling by the number of binary collisions is not really meaningful at this low
transverse momentum range, the ﬁgure shows that the spectra at diﬀerent centralities
are in agreement within the statistical errors after scaling. This shows that the statistical
errors are too large to make a statement on the centrality dependence of the π0-spectra.
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Figure 5.7: On the left side the π0-spectrum versus transverse momentum in minimum
bias Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV is shown. On the right side are
the spectra for four diﬀerent centralities. The errors are statistical only. The
systematic errors on both spectra are ±20% due to the geometry correction,
±10% due to the embedding procedure and ±10% due to the yield extraction
from the invariant mass histograms.
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Figure 5.8: RCP for π0-mesons in Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV.
895.4 Comparison to other measurements
5.4.1 π0-mesons from PHENIX at
√
sNN = 62 GeV
π0-spectra were measured by PHENIX in Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV and a
preliminary version was presented [Bat]. The spectra in central collisions are compared
to the STAR measurement in ﬁgure 5.9. For both experiments the π0-spectra for the
10% most central collisions are shown. In the region of overlap between 1 GeV/c and
2.5 GeV/c transverse momentum both spectra are in agreement within the systematic
errors of the STAR-π0-spectra of 20% plus 10% plus 10%. While the STAR measure-
ment runs out of statistics at about 2.5 GeV/c transverse momentum the calorimetric
measurement of PHENIX extends up to 7 GeV/c. PHENIX also measured for diﬀerent
centrality selections. Because their choice of centrality binning is diﬀerent, the spectra
are not compared here.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the π0-spectra
measured by STAR (red
circles) and PHENIX (blue
squares) in the 10% most
central Au+Au-collisions at √
sNN = 62 GeV [Bat].
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the π0-spectra
measured by STAR in min-
imum bias Au+Au-collisions
at
√
sNN = 62 GeV (red cir-
cles) and
√
sNN = 130 GeV
(blue squares).
905.4.2 π0-mesons from the STAR TPC at
√
sNN = 130 GeV
There has been a previous measurement of photons and π0-mesons using photon conver-
sions in the TPC at a collision energy of
√
sNN = 130 GeV [A+04, Joh03]. The data set
available for this analysis was much smaller than for the analysis at
√
sNN = 62 GeV.
The comparison of π0 transverse momentum spectra in minimum bias collisions at both
energies is shown in ﬁgure 5.10. While the minimum bias centrality for
√
sNN = 62 GeV
is 0 − 80% it is 0 − 85% for
√
sNN = 130 GeV. Both spectra are very close at low
transverse momentum, but the spectrum at
√
sNN = 130 GeV is less steep, resulting in
a higher yield at higher transverse momenta.
5.4.3 π+-π−-spectra from STAR at
√
sNN = 62 GeV
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Figure 5.11: π+-π−-spectra in Au+Au-collisions minimum bias collision (left) and at four
diﬀerent centralities (right) from time of ﬂight and dE/dx measurements are
shown. The lines are powerlaw ﬁts to the data.
Besides the π0-mesons STAR measures the spectra of π+-π−-mesons. Because they are
charged, they can be measured directly in the TPC unlike π0-mesons, which decay into
two photons, each of which has to convert into two charged particles to be measurable
in the TPC. Due to the resulting detection eﬃciency, which for charged π-meson spectra
is about 1000 times higher than π0-mesons, π+-π−-spectra can be obtained with much
smaller statistical errors.
Charged π-meson spectra from two diﬀerent measurements by STAR in Au+Au-collision
at
√
sNN = 62 GeV are used for this comparison: Using the time of ﬂight detector π+-
91π−-spectra have been measured in the same four centrality bins, which are used for this
π0-analysis. They are reaching up to 5 GeV/c transverse momentum [Sha06]. A second
measurement uses the TPC for particle identiﬁcation in the relativistic rise region of the
Bethe-Bloch-function provides charged π-meson spectra for 2.5 − 12 GeV/c transverse
momentum [Moh06]. These results however are only available for the two peripheral
and the most central centrality selection as well as for minimum bias collisions.
To get a good coverage of a large transverse momentum range the spectra are combined
by using the ToF data below 3.5 GeV/c and the relativistic dE/dx data above 3.5 GeV/c
transverse momentum. For the centrality bin without dE/dx data, only the ToF data
is used. For iso-spin symmetry reasons the π0-spectra are equal to half of the sum of
the π+- and π−-spectra. Therefore the average of both charges is ﬁt by a power law
functions (see equation 5.2) for each centrality. The spectra with the power law ﬁts are
shown in ﬁgure 5.11.
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Figure 5.12: The red circles on the left plot show the π0-spectrum versus transverse
momentum for |y| < 0.5. The blue line is a power law ﬁt to the π+/π−-
spectra for |y| < 0.5. On the right side the ratio of the π0-spectrum to the
power law ﬁt is shown.
The π+-π−-spectra coming from the time of ﬂight analysis have an estimated system-
atic uncertainty of 8% plus 10% normalization uncertainty below 1.6 GeV/c transverse
momentum and 5 − 10% in addition for higher transverse momenta.
In ﬁgure 5.12 on the left side the minimum bias π0-spectra are shown. The blue line
on the same plot is a power law function ﬁt to the π+-π−-spectra for the same phase
space region. For a better comparison the ratio of the π0-spectra over the ﬁt is shown
in ﬁgure 5.12 on the right side. While the π0-measurement shows clearly higher yields
92than the π+-π−-spectra, they are still in agreement due to the large systematic errors
on both spectra.
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Figure 5.13: The red circles show the π0-spectrum versus transverse momentum for |y| <
0.5. For the four diﬀerent centralities (top left: 1, top right: 2, bottom left:
3, bottom right: 4). The blue lines are powerlaw ﬁts to the π+/π−-spectra
for |y| < 0.5 at the diﬀerent centralities.
Figure 5.13 shows the π0-spectra for the four diﬀerent centralities together with the ﬁts
to the π+-π−-spectra. The corresponding ratios are shown in ﬁgure 5.14. For all four
centrality bins the π0-spectra are higher than the π+-π−-spectra on average by about
20−30%, but given the size of the systematic errors both measurements (see section 5.6
for summary) are consistent for all centrality bins.
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Figure 5.14: The π0-spectra shown in ﬁgure 5.13 are divided by the ﬁts to the π+/π−-
spectra for four diﬀerent centralities (top left: 1, top right: 2, bottom left:
3, bottom right: 4).
5.4.4 Comparison of photons to π+-π−-spectra from STAR
Most photons in hadronic interactions come from π0-decays. Therefore the centrality
dependence of the photon spectra should be closely related to the one of the π0-spectra.
π0-spectra are the same as half of the sum of the π+ −π−-spectra. Thus photon spectra
from π0-decays can be simulated by using the spectral functions π+−π−-spectra as input
to a GEANT simulation of the decays. The resulting spectra can then be compared to
the measured inclusive photon spectra.
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Figure 5.15: The comparison of the measured inclusive photon RCP to the RCP of photons
from simulated π0-spectra are shown for four diﬀerent centrality selections
in minimum bias Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV. The solid markers
are the measured spectra and the open markers the ones from simulation.
In ﬁgure 5.5 the RCP of inclusive photons is shown. The same quantity can be calculated
for the simulated decay photon spectra from π0-mesons using the π+ − π−-spectra as
input. The resulting RCP is shown shown for four centralities in ﬁgure 5.15. In contrast
to the determination of the inclusive photon RCP no ﬁt of the peripheral bin was used for
the simulated spectra. Rather the histograms for the four centralities were divided by
the histogram in the most peripheral bin. Therefore the simulated RCP in the peripheral
95bin is by deﬁnition equal to one. A big advantage of this comparison is that some of
the systematic uncertainties in each of the two measurements cancel by taking the ratio
of central to peripheral spectra. Therefore this comparison is more accurate than the
comparison of the spectra.
The plots for the two most central bins show that the magnitude of the suppression
in the area above 0.8 GeV/c transverse momentum is in agreement. In the 20 − 40%
centrality bin the measured photon spectra appear to be systematically lower than the
simulated ones. Below 0.8 GeV/c RCP in the three central bins is systematically below
the expected value from the simulation.
Above a transverse momentum 4 GeV/c the contribution of direct photons relative to
the decay photons is expected to increases. The suppression of the inclusive photon yield
then should no longer be dominated by the meson suppression, but the not suppressed
photons from initial hard scattering. Therefore the RCP for the three central bins is
expected to come gradually closer to one with rising transverse momentum starting at
4 GeV/c. However the statistical errors in ﬁgure 5.15 are too large to see any signiﬁcant
systematic deviations of the data from the simulation.
5.5 Photons from electro-magnetic hadron decays
The main contribution to the inclusive photon spectra in hadronic interactions comes
from electro-magnetic decays of hadrons in the ﬁnal state. The two main sources are
the π0- and η-mesons. Contributions from other decays are below 4% as discussed in
section 1.3.4. They are left out of this comparison, because this is much less than
the systematic error on the inclusive photon spectra measured in this analysis. To get
their contribution to the photon spectra, the decay of π0- and η-spectra, was simulated
using GEANT. For the π0 input distribution a power law ﬁt to the STAR spectra of
the charged π-mesons as discussed in section 5.4.3 was used. Because the statistical
uncertainties on the π+-π−-spectra are much smaller than on the π0-spectra the ﬁts are
much better constrained. As there is no measurement of the η-spectra by STAR, the π+-
π−-spectra were scaled using transverse-mass-scaling with an additional factor of 0.45.
This has been motivated by a previous measurement of the η-spectra by the PHENIX-
collaboration, which used the same scaling factor to determine the η-background in the
photon spectra in Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV [A+05].
The spectra of photons in minimum bias Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV are shown
in ﬁgure 5.16 on the left side. The photons coming from π0- and η-decays are obtained
from simulation (blue squares and green triangles). The measured inclusive photon
spectrum is shown for comparison (red circles). The shape of the measured spectrum and
the spectra from π0- and η-mesons look similar. To get a better comparison between the
spectra one can plot the ratio of the measured photon spectra to the sum of the photon
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Figure 5.16: On the left the inclusive photon spectrum in minimum bias Au+Au-
collisions at
√
sNN = 62 GeV is compared to the expected contribution
from π0- and η-decays. On the right the ratio of the same photons over the
expected photon contribution from π0- and η-decays is shown. All errors
are statistical only.
spectra from π0- and η-decays, which is shown in ﬁgure 5.16 on the right side. This ratio
is between 1.1 and 1.2 and does not signiﬁcantly depend on the transverse momentum
above 1 GeV/c. The same ratio is shown for four diﬀerent centralities in ﬁgure 5.17.
None of them show a strong transverse momentum dependence above 1 GeV/c and all
are on average close to 1.2.
5.5.1 Direct photons
The direct photon spectra are determined by subtracting the decay photon spectra from
the inclusive photon spectra. In ﬁgures 5.16 and 5.17 the ratios of the inclusive to the
decay photon spectra are shown. This ratio is up to about 1.2 at all centralities.
The size of the systematic errors discussed in section 4.6 is about 10% on the inclusive
photon spectra due to the geometry correction and another 5% due to the embedding
procedure. In addition uncertainties come from the π+-π−-spectra used as reference for
the photonic contribution from π0- and η-decays, which themselves have an estimated
uncertainty of similar size. They are explained in detail in section 5.4.3. The deter-
mination of the η-spectra however is even more diﬃcult, because the relative ratio was
assumed to be the same as in the Phenix measurement at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. So assum-
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Figure 5.17: Ratio of the inclusive photon spectra to the photon contribution expected
from π0- and η-decays for four diﬀerent centralities. All errors are statistical
only.
ing a 20% error on those spectra relative to the π+-π−-spectra results in an additional
error of about 2% in the estimated photon spectra from π0 and η.
Taking into account these errors, the observed ratio is not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from
1, which corresponds to the observation of no direct photons. Also the missing clear
centrality dependence suggests that the ratio does not necessarily point to direct pho-
tons. Because of the importance of the systematic uncertainties of all spectra they are
98summarized in the next section.
5.6 Summary of all systematic uncertainties
photons
geometry description 10%
embedding procedure
from cut studies 5%
π0-mesons
geometry description 20%
embedding procedure
from cut studies 10%
yield extraction from
inv. mass histograms 10%
additional for direct photon determination
π+/π−-reference
below pt =1.6 GeV/c 8%
normalization 10%
above pt =1.6 GeV/c
additional 5 − 10%
conversion of π+/π−-
to photon spectra
if mt scaling uncert. 20% 2%
Table 5.2: Estimated systematic uncertainties for photons and π0-mesons. Also given
are the uncertainties concerning the determination of the direct photons.
The photon- and π0-spectra presented in this chapter are subject to diﬀerent system-
atic uncertainties. The largest single contribution comes from the uncertainty of the
geometry description, which is discussed in section 4.2. A second source is the remain-
ing uncertainty in the embedding procedure, which was studied by varying the cuts as
shown in section 4.6. For the π0-spectra there is an additional uncertainty coming from
the way the π0-yield is extracted from the invariant mass histograms. This is explained
in 3.5.
For photon- and π0-spectra the systematic uncertainties arrising from the uncertainty in
the geometry description have been discussed in detail in section 4.2 and for the other
uncertainties due to the embedding procedure in section 4.6. They are listed in table
5.2. Because the π+-π−-spectra are used to estimate the direct photon yield, their errors,
which are discussed in section 5.4.3 are included in the table as well.
991006 Conclusion
101In this chapter the results of this thesis will be summarized, including the implications
for future photon measurements at STAR using photon conversions. This includes a few
suggestions on how to improve the capabilities to measure direct photon spectra.
6.1 Inclusive photons and π0-mesons
The inclusive photon spectra in Au+Au-collisions at an energy of
√
sNN = 62 GeV have
been measured for four diﬀerent centralities. The estimated systematic uncertainty of the
results is 10% due to the geometry correction and below 4 GeV/c transverse momentum
additional 5% due to the embedding procedure. The rapidity dependence was measured
above 0.3 GeV/c transverse momentum and appears to be ﬂat within one unit of rapidity
around mid-rapidity.
The centrality dependence as measured in the central-to-peripheral-ratio RCP has been
compared to what would be expected from the RCP of π0-mesons and is in agreement
within the errors at low transverse momentum, where the photon spectra are dominated
by decay photons from π0-mesons.
π0-spectra have been determined by using two-photon invariant mass spectra for four
diﬀerent centrality bins. The systematic errors are estimated to be 20% due to the
geometry correction, in addition 10% due to the embedding procedure and 10% due to
the yield extraction from the invariant mass histograms. The measurement is mainly
limited by statistical errors due to the low photon detection eﬃciency using photon
conversions in the detector material. The spectra have been compared to preliminary
π+-π−-spectra measured in the same data set using the STAR time projection chamber
and time of ﬂight detectors and are in good agreement within systematic errors.
6.2 Direct photons
In an attempt to determine the contribution of direct photon to the inclusive photon
spectra the latter was compared to the spectra expected from π0- and η-decays. Due to
the large uncertainties on the π0-spectra the charged π-meson spectra were used instead
of the π0-spectra as input to the simulation. The η-spectra were assumed to be consistent
with mt-scaling the π-spectra.
The ratio of the inclusive photon spectra to the expected background from meson decays
is about 1.2 for all four centralities for transverse momenta between 1 and 3 GeV/c. The
systematic uncertainties on the inclusive photon spectra are 10% plus 5% and there are
additional uncertainties on determining the background from meson decays. Therefore
the measured ratio is consistent with 1 and it is not possible to extract direct photon
102spectra.
The result of this thesis is the basis for a proposal how to measure direct photons with
STAR in the transverse momentum range between 1 and 3 GeV/c. The next section
discusses how the limitations due to systematic and statistical errors could be avoided.
6.3 Outlook
The measurements of inclusive photon spectra presented in this thesis have systematic
errors, which are larger than the expected excess of the inclusive photons over the decay
photon background. When looking at the direct photon measurements at full RHIC
energy and top SPS energies the direct photon contribution at
√
sNN = 62 GeV is
expected to be between 10 and 20%. In addition to the systematic uncertainty on the
photon spectra of 10% plus 5% the estimate of the background from π0- and η-decays
has a systematic error of similar size. To observe direct photon yields, both systematic
uncertainties have to be signiﬁcantly reduced.
The largest contribution to the systematic errors comes from the inaccuracy of the geom-
etry description used in Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the conversion probability
of photons traversing the detector. About 30% of the real radiation length are missing
in the simulation geometry, which has been corrected for, but a detailed description of
which material is missing in exactly which places would do a better job and result in
smaller uncertainties.
The second big problem for the direct photon spectra is the contribution by photons
from π0- and η-decays. The main limiting factor in this analysis is next to the geometry
description the statistical limitation in the π0-measurement. For this analysis π+-π−-
spectra were used in their place. These, however, have diﬀerent systematic uncertainties.
A data set of Au+Au-collisions at an energy of
√
sNN = 200 GeV was taken before the
data set at
√
sNN = 62 GeV. Because RHIC run 4 has been mainly focused on this
data set, it has a signiﬁcantly larger statistics than the data set at the lower energy.
Opposed to the data set at
√
sNN = 62 GeV, for which mainly minimum bias events
were triggered on, a more versatile trigger setup was used for the full energy data, to
take enriched samples of central heavy ion collisions and events satisfying more elaborate
trigger conditions. In addition the transverse momentum dependence of π0-spectra is
ﬂatter at the higher energy, which increases the number of π0-mesons at high transverse
momenta. However, due to the higher multiplicity at higher energies, the combinatorial
background increases and so do the errors.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the gain possible with this data set: For both data sets raw π0-
spectra without eﬃciency corrections have been extracted. Shown is the size of the
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Figure 6.1: The size of the statistical error divided by the signal size is shown after
extraction of the uncorrected π0-spectra from the central data set at
√
sNN =
62 GeV (red circles) and
√
sNN = 200 GeV (blue squares).
statistical errors given by the ﬁts to the invariant mass peak divided by the size of the
signal. For the data at
√
sNN = 62 GeV (red circles) the centrality bin containing the
10% most central 793,977 events after cuts were used. At full energy 4,614,947 events
after cuts were taken from the central triggered data set. The centrality in both data set
is slightly diﬀerent, because the centrality bin deﬁnition uses the reference multiplicity in
the TPC, a number only calculated in the oﬄine event reconstruction, while the central
trigger uses the signal in the CTB. However this is a negligible eﬀect for this comparison.
It should also be noted, that for the central data set at full energy over 27 million events
were recorded. For this comparison only a fraction of them were included. With the
present statistics the errors decrease compared to the
√
sNN = 62 GeV data set by up
to a factor of 2 below 2.6 GeV/c transverse momentum. Above, the statistical error for
the low energy data set gets larger than the signal, while for the full energy data set the
error is ﬁnite up to the highest transverse momentum bin.
While the data set at full energy will help to reduce the statistical errors signiﬁcantly,
additional eﬀorts are necessary to reduce the size of the systematic errors on the mea-
surements of photons and π0-mesons. Without substantial improvements it won’t be
possible to measure the photon spectra with an accuracy much better than 10%, which
would be necessary to get a useful measurement of direct photon spectra, which are
expected to be only about 10% of the inclusive photons.
Another way to tackle the uncertainties in the radiation length of the detector material
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Figure 6.2: Number of conversions versus the radius for real data (black solid line) and
mixed events (red dotted line) in minimum bias Au+Au-collisions at
√
sNN =
62 GeV.
on the trajectories of the particles is to add a dedicated converter to the experimental
setup. Because a solid piece of material has a much simpler geometry than detectors
like the SVT and SSD, an accurate description in the simulation is much more simple.
Such a converter should have a radiation length of about 10%, cover the full azimuth
and ±1 units of pseudo-rapidity to get a similar number of conversions as in the SVT
and SSD combined.
Looking at ﬁgure 6.2 showing the number of conversions versus the radial coordinate r,
it is obvious that at the radius below 35 cm the combinatorial background contributes
signiﬁcantly to signal as well as the conversions from the not perfectly known SVT
and SSD. If the converter is placed at or above 40 cm radius and still inside the inner
ﬁeld cage, photon conversion could be reconstructed with very little combinatorial back-
ground. The origin of conversions could be nicely resolved between SVT and SSD and
the converter. Conversions from the inner ﬁeld cage would not be distinguishable, but
its geometry is better known than for the SVT and SSD and the overall radiation length
is much smaller than 10%. This results in a much lower uncertainty due to material.
In addition a converter with 10% of a radiation length made from a heavy metal like lead
or tungsten could be less than 1 mm thick. This essentially constraines the majority of
conversions to a ﬁxed radius, thus eliminating the dependence of the acceptance on the
radius of the conversion point. Also, for a track originating from a conversion radius
close to the inner ﬁeld cage, the acceptance reaches to lower transverse momentum than
it does for a track originating from the SVT or SSD.
105A data set of Au+Au-collisions as taken at the energy of
√
sNN = 62 GeV would yield
similar statistical errors as shown on the photon and π0spectra in this thesis but would
allow to signiﬁcantly reduce the systematic uncertainties. If a thicker converter is cho-
sen, the number of detected photons increases roughly linear with the thickness and the
number of π0-mesons with the square. However this is paid for with a decreasing momen-
tum resolution. Because a high momentum resolution is important for many analyses
performed on STAR data, a dedicated run would be necessary to use the converter.
With signiﬁcant improvement on the systematic uncertainties in the photon and π0-
mesaurement, it will be possible to measure direct photon spectra with STAR in the
transverse momentum range up to 3 GeV/c, where the photon spectra at RHIC presum-
ably are dominated by thermal production. If the data set is large enough π0-spectra
from the same method can be used as a basis to calculate the decay photon spectra.
Otherwise a separate source of input like the π+-π−-spectra has to be used in their place.
However, the current accuracy of these spectra is not suﬃcient for this task.
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